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PPEAL BLITZ NIGHT 
Government will work 
' . . , . . ' .  , .  
to expand ..B.C. economy, 
pr _m ie r  Bennett says .v. , ,  
somewhat palatable .to organized 
is a reluctant Social,Credit govern'. • labor; ,: 
meat hat will swing ~to action this In private meetings with labor 
week as it: seeks to  ensure the 
stability req~dred fox ~ the economic 
revival of Britiah Columbia. '~ : .... 
Premier Bill ; Bennett '  said 
following a three-day, .provincial 
cabinet meating in thin'Vancouver 
leaders,' Premier Bm Bennett has 
'made it clear he is not out to destroy 
the labor movement, even though 
many of his supporters are 
.clamoring for jnst that. 
'AndBeanett indicted Sunday -- 
'The government's reluctance to  
get involved in labor disputes was 
.evident when the government 
waited for nine weeks before taking 
any action to end a dispute that shut 
down the pulp and paper.industry. 
And after legialath~ an end to the 
lockout, the government did not take 
any action against he re.embers of 
the C~adian Paperworkers Union 
and the Pulp, Paper and Wnod- 
workers of. Canada, even .though 
they defied the legislation .by 
remaining off. the job for a week. 
C, abinet now Is reluctant to impose 
a " . " t ' .  . . . . . .  contract. ~n..the pulp and paper 
ind~try - -  as Permitted under the 
Pulp and Paper Colloctive 
, "Island cemmunfty that there w~e: : after meetin~ withArt Kubeof the 
; no ' miracles .... to : "cure"~: the B.(;.Federation ofLabor and Roy.-: 
unelnpl0y~nent prchlanisfacing the. Gautier. of the B.C. and. Yukon 
province, which ro]iea heavily on the Building Trades Council " that  his 
resource sector.-But he said his government would, prefer a 
governm.ent w.as working on ways to voluntary settlement over use of 
• expanome economyand attract the .  union and non.union!w0rkers on the 
investmsnt'-that will lead to:.long-" construction projects a t  the ex- 
'term job creation in the province. " position site in downtown Va~7~ 
• . . . . .  Bargaining Assistance Act which Labor peace is essential to the cauver. 
gsvernment'secunomlc~stratogYfor ' The premier' had earlier was appioved by the legislature 
~ British .Colun~.bla , LWM~ recorded a.,. threatened to,cancel Expo unless he pariy In ':April: ~ :nnd wishes both 
seasouauy-ao.lustod :'unemployment ' could get guarantees that there" sides would agree to a new contract . 
i rate of 13.s per cent:.in January, . would be no disruptions. After days on their own. 
! compared to a national average of of agonizing, the premler decided .The unions recently voted 87 per 
11.2, Therefore, the harsh labor the fair would go ahead, saying that cent to reject the . industry's final 
' legislation that's been widely an- anyone who tried to Interfere would contract offer, a three-year package 
ticlputed will not likely materialize ' have • to take on the might of the which had no wage increase in the 
: during the session of the B.C.  provincial government, first year, and increases of four and 
legislature which resumes Tuesday. But Bennett cannot afford to 4.5 in subsequent years. 
It isn't likely the government will antagonize organized labor because 
at this time impose a :contract set- his entire marketing sh'ategy relies But officials say there is no need 
tlement on the province's 12,700 pulp on labor peace, for the government tointervene any 
and paper Workers, who were off.the Labor chaos, for example, would further now because the legislation 
job for more than two months in a hamper efforts by Industry Minister extended the old contract until a new 
lockout-turned-strike, eventh0ugh it. Don Phillips to attract to British one is either negotiated or imposed. 
has that power under recently- Columbia the Honda Motor Co.'s The reluctance to interfere in the 
passed legislation. It is also quite proposed Canadian automobile labor sector also has split the 
posalble.that,legialation promised to assemblyplant; andwould elay the cabinet over the legislation that " 
_ensure mat the eonstruction f Expo $l.2-bUil0nworld exposition which is Bennett has premised to ensure 
• ~.pr~. ee~ ~o.ut  .d~r.~flons ~ to he ~he government's .marketing peace during construction of EApo 
I _  no.t ~ Presented:;; l~p .•WOtk  showc~ase in ],966 ' • 86, , ' 
l : i)!~eaented at all. ~ : EQUAL TREATMENT faction is suggesting that the' 
' e er government hold off with 1 , CODLD BE MODERATE L ! On th 0th hand, the premier "1 lsla~tion ' ts' 
, Kswell, long'promised chasges to deeanot want peace at all costs. He eg until itis required. The 
the B.C. Labor Code, .widely ex- wants" to .ensure that all British other faction would like to see 
:: pected to emasculate he province's : Columblsnsaro treated equally, and heavy-handed legislation with: stiff 
• labor movement, probably will he has said his government will move penalties that would cripple any 
• moderate, and could even be  decisivcly if it needs to. defiant unions. 
Police squads search 
for explosive s an d firearm s 
LONDON (AP)  - -The  flag came be respected and protected even The British Embassy in Tripoli 
down atLibya'sdiplomaticmission, when diplomatic relations are was attacked in Jane 1980 by a 
or People's Bureau, in London and broken, crowd hurling gasoline bombs after 
police squads prepared to go inside The building :remains Libyan the secretary of Libya's London 
today, to search "for :explosives, prope~y. Libya paid about $4.6 mission, Musa Kousa, was efpelled 
firearmdandclueainthekilltngofa million for it on a 125-year lease in di" warning that Libyan dissident 
British policowoman . . . .  the lhte 1970s. exiles in  Britain would ' he 
Authorities feared bombs may " . . ,  ' -  - . .  - - -  . . . . .  assassinated. : 
ha, ta  ~ n inntmd In  f 'hn  l~ , , t ld ln ty  ' l .d0ysn auY J lOr lT Je8  m "LTlpOIi, m a 
~l'~lr~'~lth~e~=~a"l~cecord~,t~ , retaliatory operatioh, are expected. A Libyan official expelled from• 
..rev.-.~--......~...~ .f ,1,,= ..,~.,.. today tosoarch the British Embassy London, Omar Sedani, also 'said 
=etH,= nn,,=h=,.,, ,oo, ,~,,,. vacated :by Ambassador Oliver Britons in Libya will be well looked 
o --.o - -"  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ff I ' .......... ,, . .  .. - Miles and his~ta ast week. _ after as AmeHcuns have been 
o-..omg, a spoxesman mr me ~ ... . . . . .  
Scotland Yard said. Khadafy told homecoming. 
Saudl Asablan dlplomats now Libyans expelled from .London: 
looking after Libyan Interestsin "Now the time has come. to treat 
Britain are expected to monitor the ' Brltalnin areclprocalmanner, after 
search, whlch is to be conducted by  It has been confirmed that Britain 
police experts. - protects terrorism and the enemies 
Policewoman Yvoane Fletcher of the Libyan Arab people." 
was killed April 17 by ta gunman 
despite the severing of U.S.-Libyan" 
offlciel relations. 
Sedani was quoted, in London's 
Guardian newspaper today as 
saying Fletcher's killer still could be 
tried for her murder and that his" 
• government wants to see the killer 
tried in a British or Libyan court. 
Guesfsfrom •Prince Rupert and K i t imat ,  a 
group of about 45 people bused in from 
Hou'ston and Smithers, and residents of 
Terrace took to the streets here Saturday in 
' ::: ,~. '~.;: ~.. 
the th ird annual peace'~,:m~.r~h. : Below, a 
symbolic dove is released b~fore the march. 
Ph0to by Andre Ki lger 
rati g the 't Celeb n"in s reets 
• - by WILMA SELLERS 
TERRACF,.- About. 500 .people 
walked through 'the:streeto f 
Terrace Saturday, joining tens of 
thousands Of Canadians across the 
c~ntry, in a march to .celebrate, 
l i f e  "~," , ": ' . . : "  . : :  ; . .~  ; 
I~ i~,  ~f the Te~ai~e Groiip for 
Nuclea/" Disarmament, marchers 
walked' four' to six abreast in the 
surmhine. Children rode bicycles 
decorated with brightly-colured 
streamers, were pushed in strollers, 
hers of the Terrace Skydivers' Club 
dropped from a small .plane and 
landed in the north corner of Lower 
Little Park. Before marchers began 
their 45-minUte, ight km walk, four 
pigeons, symbolic of doves, were 
released, .one by one. 
An RCMP car with flashing red 
and blue lights tailed the parade as it 
circled down Kalum Street, Lakelso believed to have fired from the 
building at. a crowd o f  demon- 
stratore opposed to Libyan leader 
Col. Moammur Khadafy's govern- 
meat, Eleven protesters were 
slept in their parents' backpacks,. 
were carried in thei/" arms, or mada 
their way on foot. 
Some marchers carrie d balloons, 
white cardboard oves on wooden 
poles, or signs with such slogans as 
"food not bombs," "peace is our 
only hope," "protest and survive.". 
Others carried the banners of their 
organizations" the District Council 
of Carpenters, the Telecom- 
municatious Workers Union, the 
Women's Centre, CUPE'memhers, 
the BCGEU, the Unemployed Action 
Committee, nurses, Catholics, 
Anglican youth, and disarmament 
groups from Prince Rupert, Kit- 
mat, Smithers'and Houston. 
Mayor Heimut Giesbrecht and 
Aldermen Fred MacDonald, George 
Clark, and Dave Gellately also 
joined the •march. 
Elsewhere in the i country, 
organizers estimated •anywhere 
• from 40,000 to I15,000 people flooded 
the5½ inn Vancouver route, on their 
way to a seashore rally. In Toronto, 
from 2,000 to 3,000 people clogged 
Yougs Street on their way to city 
hall. 
In Terrace, the' celebrations began 
just after I p.m., when four mere. 
rowds reet Reagan .~ue ,  EbyStrest;LazelleAvenue, Huge.. c g and Emerson Street back to the 
' , park, where marchers at on the 
wounded. . SHANGHAI, China (AP) --" As 
The slaying led to an IX-day police .China's.leadars prepared to honor 
siege and the breaking of diplomatic Josef Stalin "and other commtmist 
relations by Britain, which took heroes; President Reagan today 
effect at midnight Sunday nlght, quoted the Declaration of 
Thirty Libynns who. had been independence toa Chinese audience 
besieged in the building returned to and declared, "Americans love 
Tripoli- on Friday. 
HAULED DOWN FLAG 
A Ubyan caretaker hauled down 
his'country's flag at the St. James's 
Square building Sunday evening and 
left Just before midnight. The man 
louked the front door and handed the 
keys to police being driven away 
with a police escort o his London 
home. 
British l~Olice say their search 'is to 
protect he building from damage 
caused.by explosives and that It is 
permitted by Article 45 of the 1961 
Vienna Diplomatic Convention, 
which states mission premises m~t  
It 
• ' WHY BUY NEW-? , 
WHEN USEDWILL  DOt ..L 
Do you want parts to fix up your car but your budget 
won't alia .w it? Beat the h!gh cost of new parts with 
• qualtty used Parts from 
S'K,B. AUTO SALVAGE 
side streets they lined up as far as a 
block from the president's route. 
The crowds were still there when 
the president returned two hours 
later. 
White House spokesman Larry 
Speskes aid the Secret Service was 
given a Shanghai police report hat 
more than one million people had an 
oppOrtunity to see the motorcade 
pass on itsroute from the airport 
• into downtown to Reagan's hotel and 
then on to the'university. 
"Our entire system is founded on 
an appreciation fthe special genius 
of each individual -- and of his 
special right to make his own 
decision8 and lead his own life," 
Reagan told the students in a 
country where the right of dissent is 
virtually nonexistent. "We are free 
to disagree among ourselves --  and 
we do. "  
SPOKE 8oME ENGLISH 
Introduced by university 
President Xle Xide, a graduate of 
Smith College and the 
Massachusetts institute of 
Technology, Reagan addressed an 
audience whoso members generally 
*spoke at least some English and 
were given a written Chinese 
translation of hls text. 
Earlier, during a visit to a 
classroom, Reagan was asked by a 
stndsnt what aspect of his college 
life 50 years ago had been most 
helpful afterward. 
His interest in athletics helPedget " 
him a job as a radio sports an- 
nonncer, the president said, but his 
studies of economics and his interest 
in student, drama are helpful in his 
present job. : 
"You'd be surprised how much 
being a good actor pays," said the 
Hollywood movie star turned 
politician. 
Shanghai was the last Stop on the 
six-day presidential journey'to 
China, Reagan's first official visit to 
a communist country. 
After remaining overnight in 
Shanghai, Reagan will fly to Alaska, 
where he. will meet with Pope John 
Paul in Falrhenks on Wednesday. 
The president returns to the White 
House on Wednesday night, com- 
pleting a 14-day trip. 
SAY .GOODBYE 
Before leaving Peking earlier 
today, Reagan made a final visit, to 
the Great Hall of the People tosay 
goodbye to Premier Zhao Ziyang, 
his host, and to sign a tax treaty and 
a cultural exchange accord. "" 
i Tire deadline J 
[ Terrace RCMP would like to l 
I remind residents that studded| 
| winter tires have to be removed | 
1, sn of April 30. J 
• freedom." 
: "Webelieve in the dignity of each 
man, .woman and child," Reagan 
told about 500 students in a speech 
during a visit to Fudan University in 
this city of lS million people. 
Reagan was greeted by the largest 
crowds of his visit to China as his 
motorcade made the 13-kilometre 
Journey. from his hotel in downtown 
Shanghai, one of the most populous 
cities in the world, to .the university. 
People on their first day of the two- 
day. May Day holiday .Jammed 
sidewalks on both sides of the street 
In the downtown area, and on many 
l 
grass tehear slngers Pare Dredger 
anG Julie Gellner, and the six men 
and women who spoke for nuclear 
disarmament. 
Eieanur Baldwin was a resident of 
Hircahima during the 1960s and 
1970s, and returned from a visit, to 
that city early this year with 'an 
invitation for Terrace to join an 
international peace network. 
Terrace is now one of four Canadian 
cities that belong to the wnrid-wide 
network that inoudes all countries 
but China. 
On.this way Baldwin b~ought 
greetings from the mayor and 
people of Hiroshima, and said, "The 
one message the people of 
Hiroshima have to give to the world 
is - never again," 
Several speakers warned that 
Canadians should not feel self- 
righteous about disarmament. MP 
Jim Fulton (NDP - Skeena) said, 
"Canadians are unaware of the 
depth to which we are involved. 
It only began to be thought of after 
the Litton bombing." 
Other speakers included Jim 
Lamb, president of the Kitimnt 
Terrace District Labor Council. All 
Sjodn, of Houston's Pleasant Valley 
People fo Peace group, United 
Church minister Rev. Dave Martyn 
and Jesnnie ltartney of the Prince 
Rupert Organization for Disar- 
mament. 
Afterwards, march organizer 
Victoria Kahn said the purpose of 
the march is, "toget he word out. It 
is not enough to sit around and have 
your aura glow. Why do I look so 
beautiful.? Well, l'm for world 
peace. You have to make people 
aware that world peace is a fragile 
issue right now." 
The march, which began two 
years ago with about 100 per- 
Ucipants, will be held in Terrace 
again next year. 
WINNIPEG (CP)  - -  The bill from 
a freak spring snowstorm that 
stranded travellers on snow.choked 
roods, downed miles of power lines 
and forced hundreds of Manitoba 
residents to seek shelter in public 
buildings will run into the millions. 
Ferocious winds and ice buildups 
topppled S,000 utility poles and 
crumpled 12 steel trausmissinn 
towers, each worth about aS,000, said 
Manitoba Hydro spokesman Erie 
Stuhlmueller. 
"There's just miles and miles of 
downed poles," said Stuldmueller. 
"Our people were almest in tears 
when they came in." 
About 5,400 rural residents were 
still without power when exhausted 
repair crews quit work late Sunday 
night, Stuhlmuciler said. At the 
height of the storm R'lday, more 
than 8,000 customers were without 
electricity and had to huddle around 
wood stoves and eat cold meals by 
candlelight. 
635-2333 or 635-9095 
3**o n.Mn flusto..*t. 1, e) 
I I 
Travellers stranded 
in freak snowstorm 
Ibago 2, The Herald, Monday, April 30, 1964 
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Letters to 
the Editor 
Dwindling 
salmon run 
To the Editor,' 
" The 1984.salmon season will be in 
full swing in a few months and some 
/~trends are appearing. First, tSere is 
' a gloomy forecast on the size of the 
run, anda decrease inthe number of 
• fish to he harvested. And sports 
;.'fishermen.will be favored over 
:commercial fishermen, because 
~hey spend more money for the 
• numher of fish canght, give the sport 
~shop owners a bigger profit, .and 
"keep the boats-for-hire people 
i happy. 
Many sports fishermen are from 
outside the province or counlry. 
Though many commercial fisher. 
men, rely on the salmon for their 
livelihood they ard be.ing pushed into 
the background. 
I can't understand the logic of the 
federal fisheries department, who 
spend millions to upgrade spawning 
• , . . . .  
grounds, while the  provincial 
government sells fishing licences in 
unlimited numbers, and allows SASKATOON (CP) -- A policy from the Saskatocn formula: 
session Sunday involving the seven "We're trying not to have 
anglers, with very little or no men vying for the leadership of the demonstrations, placards and 
supervision, to fish these same federal Liberal party looked more hands," Campngnolo s/rid, "We're 
spawning rounds, like a day in the university lecture attempting to have a concentration 
I have lived many years about a hall than a major political event, on policy in an almost academic 
mile from the mouth  of the Kit, Billed as the Liberal prairie policy style." 
sumkalum River, and as a boy forum, the candidates spent he day During their allotted t0-minute 
fished there many times. We were on a concert hail stage giving brief speeches Sunday morning, each 
content o limit our catch to the speeches or methndicallyanswering candidate tried to entice the 
many trout. But bdore 1925, if one questions inturn. Liberal supporters with a wide 
fancied a salmon, one could wade Liberal party president Iona variety of medicines to cure the ills 
out tim first week of Sentember, Cam-a'-olo, who ha";;" ..... "~ to " " . . . . . . . .  s,._a a..,...,_ , , . . , ,~ ,~_ ; ,~  ,_ v m- . , .. L/~, ~ . ,~ .  ,~L'~OI wescer~,.~;anaman..~nenauon.,c.L 
_Tim.wiT,. ~_ ~/ .~v~,~7~.  remain im ,im~flal ':i:d~ilig(/÷.':th e i~, Energy~,Minister ~'Jean~ :¢hretfen 
anu p]~x me,~..~lu,.~ai~ou.,:~,~k:~, leadership.,hettte~o!saicbthe-one.day "~"callnd for' an elected 'Senate, or 
There are about seventeen miles forum was rigid by design, failing that, representation by 
of prime spawning rounds on the "I hope that the Canadian people population for the House of Com- 
Kalum for the big spring salmon to will see it as a much-changed w~iy of mons. 
lay their eggs, and the fisheries choosing aleader," she said Sunday But front runner John Turner 
department has closed it to anglers, in an interview. "There's a lot less rejected Chretien's proposals, 
Possibly a third of the big springs glitz and show-biz and a lot more saying the way for Liberals to win 
spawn ot up river, but in the mouth substance and thought." tile West is through policies. Under 
of the Kalum and the gravel bars on The Saskatcon event Was the first his leadership, Turner said, the 
this area of the Skecna, It has of, five policy forums to be held Liberal government would have 
become known as the home of the he~ore the June leadership con- more aggressive trade policies, 
big springs. First the Americans ~ veation in Ottawa. The second improve the transportation system 
came is, and now o~r neighl~ors, gathering is next Sunday in Halifax . and provide incentives for farmers 
from AIbertaare c~ovtdigg everyone with other sessions scheduled for and small businesses. 
out. The spring ealmbn ~'un into the Montreal, Toronto and Vancouver. Employment Minister John 
Kalumwas poor for man~,'ycors, but The format of the • other.policy Roberts stood out from the other 
1983 was a banner year and the sessions will be decided by local candidates twice during the day. In 
sports fishermen took advantage of organisers but likely won't vary his formal• opening remarks, he 
the large run. One Albertan took • . said: "Too many candidates are tip- 
over a thousand pounds of salmon toeing to theright," 
home. Strike a n d  And, respondingto a written 
When the fish reach the Spawning - question from an unnamed elegate 
grounds they pair off and the female . in the afternoon session about how to 
picks a spot to,pawn. The male OUIIU lltyO l^"~la';""tt" woo support of disgruntled New 
becomes an aggressive protector of Democrats and labor, Roberts 
the spot, striking at anything likely " suggested Liberals tart by ignoring 
toTheinterfere with his plans. ,, lan n i xed  CanadianDennis McPermott,Labor Cong ess.president of the 
most likely object is the ~ S 
Indian Affairs-Minister John 
fisherman's flasher, and the male is Munro, the former labor minister, 
likely to get caught. Then the VANC0~YV~ER -- The president of cautioned Roberts a few minutes 
females will not lay her eggs, or if the B-C Federation of Labor says later thab to ignore McDermott 
she does the eggs will not he fer-' there are no plans to revive would be political suicide. • 
tilized. Operation Solidarity to battle the Agriculture Minister Eugene 
Is fishing spawning areas one of provincial government over the use Whelan had the audience chuckling 
the main reasons for our declining of non;union labor at the. Expo 86 during his three-minute wrapup With 
stocks? It would be interesting to site. Art Kube says the matter was an analogy oft he Liberal party to his 
find outIf we are losing thousands or discussed at a Solidarity Coalition family. 
millions of flage]rings because of steering committee meeting in 'Like the nine Whelan siblings who 
infertile eggs, If  so, we must make Vancouver Sunday evening, but he rarely agree at home, the. Liberal 
drastic hanges and keep anglers off says there are no plans for party stands united as a family, he 
the spawning areas, mobilizing forces for a general said. Whelan said the Conservatives 
Sincerely strike. Kube says if the government aren't a united family, noting how 
F.Frank, gives Expo chairman Jim Pattison Brian Mulroney succeeded Joe 
Box 325 the authority to work out a corn- Clark as national leader last year in 
Terrace promise, one can be reached, a bitter battle. 
" 1 ources pres,dent .... 
dedicated to. p ay,ng debt) 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- Three toltssharsholders, more than half of .sharchbldern:would be formed t¢ 
.years .ago,~when'Bruee,Howe took whom have never owned shares keep !he.,~:board~,Lnfgr~ed of their 
over .~as, ~oaldant of" the B.C. before. • - interests, "" ~ '~:  . 
Resources Investment Corp., his job, "Our most unique challenge Is to Howe said memhedddp on that 
was to figure:out what to do with all ~, prove that privatizattan can work," committee wi l l  be .am~otmced as 
the ~ the c0rporaflan'had an. :addec~.Howe, ho has sald the allure soon as company : ~  Don 
cumulated 'when the  pro.vineJal of the~ompany's unusual pete,tat Watson sarts throngh]hanominees 
governn~ant turned' its resource : is what prompted him to leave put forward by '  lts-:rel'iistered 
assets loose on the stockmerket~ . . MacMillan ~leedel, where he was. shareholders. 
NowHowe's hort-term goal is to :being groomed to succeed then- • But/hat's not.the nd,of Howe's 
pay off th(~ $1.2-billion debt ,the ~presldout Calvert Knudsen, who problems. The company's forest 
corporation has run up in Its three-, retired last year. products .division is believed ,to be 
year spending spree in which it B.C. Resources puts Its book value ' back in'the red for the first q~u'ter 
acquired interests in oil and gas at ~.67 a share but it closed at ~.70 of : I~I  after a two-mohth qabor 
ventures in B~taln's North Sea and a share :~n the Vancouver Stock dispu~ shut down :Brltt~ ~Coltun. 
in Western Canada, as well saex- Exchange Friday. bla's pulp and .paper Industry. 
pan .di0g the coal port at Rohertis Howe promises that the company 
Bank, B.C., and opening the will be a good investment over the The corporation can be divided 
Grennhtiis coal mine in ooutheastern long term. : .. into two  sectors: energy under 
British Columbia. ' ' "In the early years of a company's Wextar IndusirieslLtd."and Westar 
"We're dedicated to paying dawn . existence, we've Just got to build a Petroleum Lid, which have interests 
that debt," said HoWe, who may be ' compony up end get Itbalanced, get - In coal, oil and ga~. ventures, and 
asked to defend that position at the the assets .in the kind of shape forest prod0cts under B.C. ?imher 
company's annual general meeting . they're at, so a dividend Just isn't Ltd. - , , 
Tuesday. . peasibleintheearly~tagos,"heasid While the energy sido recorded 
B.C. Resources had assets of hi a recent interview; .. ~ . ~ 0perating profits of.$122'mlllinn i  
$2.448 billion at the end of 1983, up " $I@0 MILLION GOAL " 1963; the forest products' division 
from $941 million in 1979, while its His goal Is for B.C. Resources to lost $4.8 mili/ou and .has caused 
long-term debt rose to. $1.2 billion be turning a profit of St00 million a speculation that some unprdfltable 
from $132 million during the same period, year in about, five years. In 1963 I t  ~ parts of B.C. Timber might be sold 
It's not good news-- at least in the recorded net earnings of $6 mllil0n off. , • ' 
short term -- for the company's on rcvenues of ~ million, upfrom I t  has a lso pr0mpted Howe to 
hundreds of thousands of a loss of ~I  million in I~2 on '  suggest publicly that. the forest 
revenuas of ~694 million. ' " ~,a . . . . . . . . .  '~-o back to corn--n-" shareholders who have yet to B C a . . . . . .  ,,~o._,,,.~ ,,.~, , ,  - =..u=tr.v-,vmu~ lm r 
recelve adividendon the company's .h~:o',,'~ ~"~"~,'~,~'~.~",'~.~'_~;~ by-company labor negotiatinns 
96 million common shares, ve~r" w~"th~'~ "~a ~,° m~. ,•w~ instead of / the industry:wide ap- 
J J u ~  SHARES CREATED organized opposition at the tom-" preach now:used:. • _ __ .  
The social Credit government pany'sannnalmeeting. : , . m anmuon mere..~.~.~,.,._nan Dean 
gave five free shares to every criticism from some shareholders 
British Columbian when the cor- One year ago Murray Pezim, a that the compaay ta not livin~up'to 
poration was created amid much wheeler-dealer Vancouver stock its name by investing In:British 
controversy in 1979. Millions more promoter, announced he was going Columbia . . . .  ,.:~ 
were sold at the eame time to novtce to take a run at gaining represen- "I think the reality is ~at;the 
investors who were encouraged by" tation on the corporation's board. .great weight Of our inveaimenta are 
Premier Bill Bennett's'endorsement But two months ago Pesim withdrew going to be in British Columbia," he Less show'biz glitz of their value, from the battie, said, adding .., =a l  the eompany's Howe said that although B.C; The only ,concession Pexim ad- decision to diversIfy in the. ell and 
• • y y Resources' top prlority is making a mittedteguialngwasa commltment gas sector meant. "we have togo  
profit, it has a unique responcib~ty that a committee of small Where the resources are." : 
in leadership battle: see 
Liberal president StormingthroughTennes 
Walter Mondale, Gary Hart and winds there, decision that was bad, bad for the 
Jesse Jackson are storming through' Jacksoh campaigned in Ohio and American people. They chose 
Tennessee today in pursuit of the 65 Indiana on Sunday, continuing his missiles, rather than to invest in the 
national convention delegate at call for a change in Democratic Mahoning Valley (of Ohio)." 
stake Tuesday in its U.S. party rules to give him greater AFL-CIO 'president ~ Lane 
Democratic presidential primary, support at the national convention. Kirkland, meanwhile, blasted Hart 
Also casting presidential ballots Jackson contended that based on and said he should return the more 
Tuesday are Democrats in the bis share of the popular vote in than $135,000 he received from labor 
District of Columbia, where 15 primaries anti caucuses o far, he groups for his 1980 Colorado 
national convention delegates are at, should have a far greater share o f  senatorial race. • In Houston, on 
stake and where Jackson is hoping the delegates to the Democratic Saturday, he  accused Hart .of 
to pick up his first clear-cut primary National Convention this summer '°lahor-ba~ting'/, ~,aft~, he ,~ha4 
victory. ' ' - ,,.~,~ than hemoW has.. :v - - - ; ; ,  ~"~', ~ ' '~r  d .~g~'~PrQUS|y" . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,e~t'' 1~1~.~';~' 
• Mondale returns to the campaign.:. PAID.$1",E,~CH, ~'taM~:" .............. ' -  '~ ' '" " ':, 
trail today., after -..spending', the - ' - , ,A t  "another;'rally' at.'.'the ~ OhiO" ' " '~.~'  ;~  " 
weekend.in his Washington home, Fairgrounds, where about 2,500 Kirkland was referring to Hart's 
criticism that prompted Mondale venturing out once to his D.C. people paid $1 each to get in, into returning political action campaign headquarters to meet Jackson said: 
supporters, to pledge support for "The people of Ohio have seen the committee donations. " 
home-rule for the capital, and to get worst of policies that have continued Mondale holds a large dale@to 
in a blast at President Reagan. under both the Carter-Mondale lead going into Tuesday's two 
"IhopePresidentReagan'stripto administration and the Reagan primaries. Mondale has 1,i47.05 
China is a success," said the former administration. Jimmy Carter, delegates to 635.75 for Hart and 182.2 
vice-president. "But it will succeed Walter Mondale are good and for Jackson. It takes 1,967 to secure 
only because after 30 years of being honorable men, but they made a 'tiie nomination. 
wrong, he is finally begifining to -" 
understand what is right. • enko movin "We need a px'esident who u n - C h e r n  g 
derstands history and doesn't ake 
that long to come aroudd. We need a , 
to limelight president --  Which we don't have m now -- who knows what he:s doing , n the day he steps into office," 
VISITS THREE STATES ' " ' 
Mondale planned morning stopsin MOSCOW (AP) -- Konstantin Hispredecessor, Yuri Andropov, 
Chernenko has moved frequentty paid a.similar.,visit tothe workere of 
RoekviIIe, Md., and Greenville, N.C. into the public eye this month, a Moscow machine tool plant in 
-- beth in states with May 8 following theexampleofhis.Patron ~ ' January 1983. But the only pictures 
primaries -- before spending the Leonid Brezhnev in stamping his 
afternoon in Knoxville, Tenn. ever released of Andropov's visit 
image on Soviet minds. ' were paraded across Rt~i Square Hart, who has been concentrating His pieture has been featured nine last May Day. 
on Texas and Its 169 delegates at times in 18 days on the front page of 
stake in Saturday's caucuses,' : And unlike Chernenko, Andropov 
planned a trip to Memphis today for the Communist party daffy Pravda. gave stem warnings to the, workers 
Meetings with. visitors' fr0m ~ that they ~ must perform bett~ if 
a .final pitch to Tennessee voters. Poland, Finland, Greece and India living standards were to rise. The 
And Jackson was also campaigning have been covered prominently by 
in Memphis. • workers v0icedrelatively frank and 
Hart campaigned among Hispanic the news media. His writings are critical answers to  Andropov's 
voters Sunday in Texas, saying well-displayed in bookstores andhe questions about conditions. :: 
Mexican-Americans hould be in- often is pictured on Soviet elevision. Although Chernenko's visit was 
the focus of lavish media attention, volved in formulating U.S. foreign On ~unaay, for instance, the main there was no film showing him 
policy in Central ,america -- where, television evening news devoted 50 
exchanging p~ore than platitudes he said, the "enemy is• not com- minutes to a ceremonial sortie from with workers. 
munism, it's poverty." the Kremlin to the capital's Ham. . 
Hart pledged to have Mexican- mer and Sickle Metal Works. MAKE, COMPARISONS ~. 
Americans fully represented in his Chemenko, 72, was seen The" Chernenko stYle has led 
administration. 
He also campaigned in Harl'ingen surrounded by smiling workers, Soviets and' Westerners alike ' to 
feted with bouquets and applause make comparisons with Brezhnev, 
in the Rio Grande Valley, in Corpus before' a newscaster ead a 40- who even in his last ailing years 
Christi and in Houston, cancelling a minute speech theleader was said to • rarely missed an occasion to make 
flight to Oklahoma because of high have made. his mark. On the public mind. 
Young offenders given adult rights under new act ; 
Gotdo[~ Hsldy of the People's Lnw Schoo 
Segments of the Canadian public 
have long held that the courts are 
soft on Juvenile delinquents. People 
with this .view may take heart that 
the nmv Young Offenders Act, 
passed by the federal government to
replace the Juvenile Delinquents 
Act, makes young people between 
their 12th and 18th birthdays more 
accountable for their b~avior. The 
Act took dfcct April l, 1964. 
The other side of the coin, 
however, is that if the law makes a 
person more liable for his or her 
actions, then It munt also provide the 
name legal protections ns enjoyed by 
other citizens who are accountable 
for their actions. The Young Of. 
fenders Act accordingly provides 
young people with the same legal 
rights as adults. These are very " 
evident when we look at what he Act 
says about he bail, the charge and 
the trial. 
Under the Juvenile Delinquents 
Act, young people were oftdn 
prosecuted For behavior which is not 
illegal in adults. Common examples 
were drinking under age and sexual 
immorality. These are called status 
offences because they are based un 
the person's tatus. The Young 
Offenders Act eliminates Status 
offences; under it, young people can 
only be convicted for behavior which 
is prohiblted fee everybody under 
the Criminal Code and other federal 
statutes. In the future, young people 
who commit non-criminal offancoa 
based on their youthful status may 
only be prosecuted under provincial 
laws and, if couvietsd, will not suffer. 
the stigma of a criminal record. 
The Young Offenders Act gives a 
young person who has been arrested 
the same right to release or release 
on ball as an adult. If the police 
arrest and charge a young person, 
they will not detain him prior to the 
court appearances unless they have 
a good reason for doing so, such as a 
belief that the young person will fail 
to appear in court or. will commit 
another offence. If the police decide 
to detain the young p~rson, the 
matter will go before a judge in the 
Youth Court. The Act encourages 
judges to re-uuito young people with 
their families unless there are good 
reasons for keeping them in custody. 
If the Youth Court Judge has some 
doubts about whether the young 
persoh will re.appear incourt for hli 
hearing, he may require that the 
young person provide a certain 
amount of money as a bail bond. If 
the young person then fails for show 
up for his hearing, he will lose this 
money. In certain cases' the Judge 
may decida to keep the young person 
in custody. (more on custody in the 
following article). 
The Young Offendem Act states 
that young people have a right to the 
• least interference with their 
freedom that is compatible with the 
protection of society, as, in fact, do 
adults. Youth Court judges, 
therefore, are to hold young people 
in custody only in cases where they 
believe the young person will not 
return for the hearing or will 
commit another offence. 
At all stages of the matter - arrest, 
bail hearing and trial - the young 
person is guaranteed the right to 
legal counsel by a lawyer. If the 
young person has not obtained the 
services ot a lawyer, the Youth 
Court Judge Is empowered toappoint 
one on,his or her behalf. Under the 
Juvenile Delinquents Act, the right 
to counsel was not provided, with the 
result that many Juveniles went 
through the entire process without 
legal advice. 
When the matter comes to ~al,  it 
does not go to a regular adult court 
I)~lt o a Youth Court, Procedures in
the Youth Court, however are formatinn which reveals the ideatity 
similar to those of a regular court. It of any young porsen involved in. the 
is.up to the prosecutor to prove trial, including, the accused, the 
beyond a reasonable doubt hat the victim or a witness, i~ .... , 
young person did the thing o f  Next: sentences ' 
which he is accused. The young 
person's lawyer may, if it is.a g0o~l .. Rebe l  ambush • 
idea for the defenca, call witneases '
whose testimony wil l  ease d0tib~i ~n . . . . .  slow s :d r ive  
the ffosecutor's case: • . . HALIF,~LX '(/~'Pi ~" Ken LaNlley ! 
But there are some important':  andi ' iG~i . '  So~e~l~y ' arrived in 
, ydiffe~e~co,~as .wall, between ~e.  Europe.~d~,~;ing the'iweeken d and 
court ana a regumr .court. exp&t to reach the final stop in their 
The young person's parents or Africa .to Arctic challenge Tuesday, 
guardians will be informed of the " two days ~.hlnd schedule, a 
spokesman said. proceed ings  and  encouraged to 
attend. If they do not want to do so, 
the Judge may order them to. The 
Young Offenders Act stresses that 
purents are responsible for their 
children. 
The trot, in moat eases, will be 
open to the public and members of 
The two 33-yasr.old Haligunieas, 
who form Ddyuey International 
Ltd, drove non-stop for 28 hours 
from htanbul, Turkey, to Munich, 
West Germany, where they arrived 
Saturday, said Sandy Huntley. 
On Sunday, they set out for 
Copenhagen, Denmark, from where 
the new amedla. ReporterS, they will drive to Nordcapp, Nor- 
however, am not permitted to way, the end-of.the-line in the 21,000 
publish or broadcast any !n- .... kllometre.drive . . . . .  
Visitors to the 13th Annual Jaycee's Trade Boutique display, winner of the artistic ex- 
Fair had plenty to look at on Saturday and cellence award., Wati:h tomorrow's paper for 
Sunday. Shown here Is the Gemma Bath more Information on the fair. 
School trustees want 
regain contrOl 
/4  / - :  
Trials and tribulations 
iVANOOUVER" (CP) - -  'dealing with government. 
British Columbia's chool 
t rmte~,  stripped of 
dechdon-mak~ power by 
a '  '- Testrulnt~onsclons 
provlnnlaf . government, 
president, said the call for 
a royal commission "was a 
major thrust of the con- 
vention" and said it 
reflected trustees' concern 
that the government was 
making changes to school 
curricula without first 
consulting local school 
districts. 
Meanwhile, resentment • -.'lhe 517 h, usieco from 75 
sdiool districts over- 
~ y  . passed 
uttono calling for a 
royal commission to get 
trustees, parents, teachers 
~d l xwineg involved in 
s ~  the future course Of 
education in the province. 
~Taey also supported 
resolutions eoodenming 
what trustees called the 
"m~slun of democratic 
declelan-maklng proees- 
~.~im"" through restraint 
,kBlklation which gave. the 
power lmt yogi, to 
set teachers' wage set- 
tlamenis and board 
Meanwhile, the 
anabnlation's executive 
enid that while school 
beards are disgrustind by 
. the."governmunt's aking 
cmtrol of what they con- 
alder their rightful func- 
tion, the association plans 
to continue using "a con- 
aultative rather than a 
emfrantative approach'.' in _ 
Bill Lefenux-Valantine, a 
37-yesr.eld charter boat 
operator from Queen 
Charlotte Islands, said 
after he  was acnlaimed 
made it clear during their president Saturday that the 
four;day annual general , combative approach used 
meeting that they are last Noyembor by teachers 
anxious t~ get back in the '.who went on strike for 
driver's eat. 'three days appeared to 
yield little. . over lack of government 
WERE QUIETER: ' failure to consult trustees 
Trustees, he said, u~ed a surfaced Saturday when a 
quieter stratew and number, of delegates 
succeeded in wrestling walkedoutofanaddressby 
from the provincial a Social Credit back- 
government a promise that bencher, cent in place of 
it will loosen Its grip on Education Minister Jack 
school board financial Heinrich, whowas  at- 
affairs by 1986. , tending a provincial 
Lofeaux-Velentine also cabinet strategy session on 
indicated that trustees Vancouver Island during 
have no plans to Join forces the weekend. 
with the more milituntB.C. 
Teachers Fedarbtion • in VIEWED AS SLAP' 
The Herald, Monday, April 30, 1984, Page 3 
of getting published 
National Book Festival 
week, Canadian author, 
Aritha van Hark, was in 
Terrace Friday to give 
special reading of some of 
her n~aterial, and to 
discuss writing as a career. 
The th i r ty-year-o ld 
Calgary native talked to 
the Herald about her 
writing, her views on what 
makes a writer successful, 
and tips for those trying to 
break into the field. 
It was apparent right 
from the start hat she has 
nothing but respect for the 
world of Canadian 
literature. She stresses the 
importance of the ro le  
Canadian authors have in 
giving this country heart~ 
and soul. 
She is concerned about 
the •fact that most 
Canadians don't read 
Canadian l i terature ,  
saying that, "Canadian 
literature has some of the 
~:~t works in the world, 
and unfortunately, we're 
the last ones to realize it." 
by RALPH RESCHKE. means  years and years of 
Herald Staff Writer 
TERRACE-- As part of " there's no guarantee." 
a 
literature. 
writing, and even then "I spent seven years 
reading the great works of 
She says many writers Eng l i sh ,  Amer ican ,  
have delusions of how good Russian, and French 
their work is, but unless literature, figuriog that if 
they're willing to write for you read the best, you ean 
five to six years before only become better ' 
being published, they're yourself," says 
really kidding themselves 'university professor. 
about being" good writers. 
She recommendswriters Aritha is an English 
~.ad at least one novel a professor at the University 
~day, and be prepared to of Calgary, a job that 
read, not only the "best helped build her 
sailers,"buttbegreatwarks background as a Canadian 
o f  all branches of author. 
An interesting, example 
she Uses is that more of her 
work has been read in  
German than in  English. 
' Aritha's writing reflects 
her experiences with life. 
disappointed by Heinrlch's She enjoys writing about 
absence, understood it was Canadian women doing 
important he attend the unusual things and leading 
cabinet retreat to, unusual lifestyles. 
represent the interests of Her first published novel, 
education. Judith was based on her 
life in the Parkland area of 
Heindch "was not Alberta. Although the 
available . Sunday to character isan Alberta pig 
comment on the incident, farmer, Aritha tried to 
capture the feeling of living 
Meanwhile, trustees in a rural area. 
shied away from voting The Tent Peg is a novel 
dramatic hanges in policy about a bush camp cook 
. dm'ing three days of who lives in the Yukon. 
alloting on resolutions. ' Aritha spent hree months, 
They defeated a motion a few years hack,'as a cook 
for a geological expedition 
demanding the school act in the Yukon. 
be changed to put teachers . She enjoyed the isoistion 
on "term contracts" as (a helicopter came in once 
opposed to the present a week to deliver supplies 
"continuing appointme- and a newspaper) and s'ays 
nis," a move seen by some she'd o it again if she had 
as a way to keep mediocre to. 
teachers on their toes. Aritha was 23 when her 
" '~ '~t .  government .;., .Ol~jde,; ,~e.. hall' a ........ ~. first~,.,boek~,~Judith~,,,wan ,.,,,:. ..... 
" , number,,of:,trustees ,:said" ~ • However; -they: did " ap- published in1978. Ti~eTent ':~ : :~ 
Asked about a speech to~, .4hey sawit as a slap tn the': prove a resolutian calllilg Peg waslmblished in 1951, ' . . . . .  
trustees Thursday night in face and an indication of on the education minister and More • Stories from 
the government's attitude 
toward trustees ~ that 
Heinrich didn'~ show up or 
at least send a senior 
ministry official to address 
trustees on the govern- 
ment's plans for education'. 
Chute and former 
nssccintlon president Joy 
Leach dewnplayed the 
significance of the protest, 
saying most rustees, while 
which federation wesldent- 
elect Pat Clarke urged 
unity between trustees and 
teachers, Lefeanx-Vale- 
ntlne would only say he has 
a "broader-based 
responsibility" to the 
public than Clarke does in 
serving his federation 
membership. 
Gwen Chute, a Coquitlam 
trustee elected vice- 
Western Canada in 1980. 
• She feels fortunate that 
she has work published at 
such an early age. She 
credits the many years she 
spent writing for practice, 
maintaining a pace she 
would keep in later years. 
"The one difficulty for 
any writer," she says, "is 
simply getting ood enough 
to be published. And that 
I 
Across Canada Breifs 
EDMONTON (CP) --  Lougheed, association 
Sam Sinclair should resign director Russell White 
as  president of the Metis says.  
Association of Alberta' Natives Affairs Minister 
after coming away empty- Mllt PUhl had said the 
handed from a meeting government would not  
with' Premier Peter improve services to Metis 
• to give digit/eta the right to 
operate schools on a 12- 
month bsals~" The motion, 
proposed 'by Campbell 
River school district, said 
the present Septembor.to. 
June school year is" based 
• on out-of-date seasonal 
needs of agriculture and 
that the system must be 
flexible in view of changes 
in society. 
Police News 
until they agree they are a 
provincial responsibility. 
He made the comment 
after government officials, 
including Longheed, met 
with Metis association 
representatives. 
Sinclulr's. refusal to 
choose either federal or 
provincial jurisdiction was' 
made without consulting 
Metis people, White, of 
Calgary, said Sunday. 
He said the government 
was'justified in its refusal. 
He wouldn't say whether 
interest 
every6 months. 
the 
And does being 0 woman 
make it any more difficult 
to get work published? 
"Female  Canadian 
authors are the best known 
in Canada,'" she says with 
a ,big grin on her face, 
"after all, they're the best 
writei's Canada has." 
Afitha will leave for 
Denmark this week, to take 
part in an international 
conference on Canadian 
literature. Her next novel 
will be about a travelling 
salesman and should be 
available soon. 
Lat)c)r disl: tJ t,.= 
hits airpor 
KELOWNA, B.C. (CP) - -  safe. The union, Ilbwever, 
Negotiation to end the has said Its members are 
labor dispute involving 17 locked out and has warned 
flrefighters and.  main- air travellers to avoid this 
Okanagan city. 
Jim Kelly as/d R b almost 
certain the unton's 
provinclul conventine, 
scheduled for Kelowna In 
June, will , be held 
elsowhere. 
Kelly also sa id  the 
dispute could continue for 
some time yet. 
"We've got a situation 
where this dispute could 
concelvnbly go an for six or 
seven or eight more 
months . . .  It could go ou 
that long and there's going 
to be a lot of economic 
misery in this com- 
reunify." 
Negotiations between the 
union and the Okanagan 
l~e~duline Municipal Labor 
Relations Association were 
held under a federal 
mediator. 
The union said it made 
concessions on working 
hours, 'but he central issue 
remains management's 
tanance workers . at 
Kclowna Airport broke 
down Saturday night. . 
The workers, 
reprcsanted by the 
Canadian "Union of Public 
Employees, have been off 
the job since Feb. 17 and 
have beenwithout a con- 
tract for 18 months. 
TFRRACF.~-Terrace RCMP were kept busy'over 
the weekend with five motor vehicle accidents, one 
Inak-and-enter, and one ease of sexual assault. 
During the night of April 28, RCMP investigated a 
Management at the refusal to set aside safety- 
airport claims the woi'kere related reprimands against 
are on strike, but insists the three workers. 
cltY.el~.rated- alx~port is Union representative 
DVE OF C K)D. 
I V Y @  ' ' 
) 
on to take respomibi rfor.' ". 
~sion. .Providing he] and then hope, for ' 
the peopl~ w~o n :! it ~no~ ..... 
low But th~know. ' : : 
Anyone who6e life the  Sa lvat ion  
~un. Army has touched knows. ' 
And we ask for them, that 
you give. 
As much as you can. 
For the lore'of God. 
. J 
,_,,, . . .  
• ,  ; : . . :  
Tonight is Blitz Night 
' I 
Pays interest 
every month. 
complaint of child abuse and as a result a Terrace 
man has been charged with the sexual assault d an 
eight-year-old girl. Police are continuing their 
investigation. No names have been released. 
Also on April 28, a single motor vehicle driven.by 
a Terrace man was involved in an accident. The 
man, who was charged with impaired driving, 
rolled his vehicle at the intersection of Waish and 
Thomas. Police are investigating. The accident 
occurred at 8:45 a.m.  
Later in the afternoon, at 4 p.m., an elderly 
Terrace woman was taken to Mills Memorial 
Hospital with undetermined injuries, as a result of a 
two-ear collision on the corner of Lazalle and 
Kalum~ Damage to the twovehicles wan estimated 
to be approximately ~000 Charges are pending. 
At'12:30 a.m., Saturday morning, a motor vehicle 
accident on Highway 37 near Lakeise sent a Topley 
Ladling resident to Mills Memorial Hospital with 
undetermined injuries after her car left "the'read. 
Two children.in'the v hicle wers treated foi~niinor 
injuries. ~ " ; ' "~-~ 
On Sunday, April 29, a'two~i:ar motor vehicle 
accident occ~d at the intersection ofEby Street 
and Highway 16~ :The"accldaht ~ occurred at ap- 
prozimately 8:55 p.m. and damage to the vehicles 
amounted to $400. The matter is still under in- 
vesl/gation. 
At 5:45 p.m. on Sunday, April 29, police responded 
to an alarm at KRi K'Shan School. Two 17-year-old 
nudes were arrested while running away from the 
school. The two have been charged with break.and- 
enter and will appear in provincial court on June 1, 
1964. 
AI~ on Sunday, a two-ear collision resulted in 
$1e,00 damage to the two vehicles involved. The 
accident occurred at the intereseetion f Highway 
leand~7. No injuries were reported and police are 
~mt~t~g. 
he prefers federal or 
provincial responsibility 
for the Metis community. 
'Tm calling for the 
people to come out with a 
firm position on con- 
sUtutional issues." 
REGINA (CP)  - -  It will 
take more than a 20-por- 
cent increase in this year's 
provincial government 
grant to obtain minimum 
levels of ambulance ssr-' 
vice in the province, says 
the Saskatchewan Road 
Ambulance Association. 
The association set what 
it thinks the minimum level 
of service should be for 
rural and urban areas of 
the pi'ovince at its annual 
meeting during the 
weekend, association 
president George Benulac 
said. 
But it will probably take 
more than the 20-per-cent 
grant increase to obtain 
that level, he said. 
"Basically, when you 
look at ambulance set- 
vices, I don't think we're 
considered an essuntial 
service in this province," 
Beanlae said. "A little bit 
more spent on ambulances 
can save money at 
hospitals." 
Don'twait 
,another six months 
foryour interest. 
Regular savings accounts eam interest on the minimum 
monthly balance and pay interest only twice a year. Once on 
April 30 and once on October 31. 
So switch now to a Bank of Montreal Daily Interest Savings 
AccourrLYouql not only earn interest every day on every dollar 
but you'll get your interest paid to you monthly. 
That'stwebe times a year. And that~ a lot better than regular 
• savings accounts. Find out more. 
Switch to 
Dai lnterest 
Sa ngs at 
I I 
Bank  of Mor  
You've changed our way of banking. 
real 
• . • . . 
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North S tars  in the-holeS/., ' 
BLOOMINGTON; Men. 
(CP) -- When Minnesota 
North Stars blew a 5-2 
second-period ie~d 
Saturday nl~ht and lost 8-'5 
to Edmonton Oilers,' they 
dug themselves into a hole 
from which only two 
National Hockey League 
teams have ever escaped. 
The North Stars trail 
Edmonton 3-0 in the best- 
of-seven Campbell Con- 
ference final with game 
four scheduled for Tuesday 
ndght. Only the 1942 
Toronto Maple Leafs and 
the 1975 New York lelen- 
ders have rebounded from . 
three-game deficits. 
"It's a pretty formidable 
barrier but not in- 
surmountable," Minnesota 
coach Bill Msheney said of 
the task facing hie club. 
'Tm convinced ef the 
comeback quality of this 
team and that's well- 
documented, this team ban 
shown it. 
"If you can come back 
with five goals in one 
period, you Ran certainly 
come back in a game." 
The North Stars scored 
five ascend.parsed goals, 
'four durin~ a major 
spearing penalty to 
Edmonton's Dave Lumley, 
to erase a 2-0 deficit and 
build a 5-2 lead. 
Mark Napier and Neal 
Broten scored two goals 
eneh for Minnesota while 
Brad Maxwell added one. 
"The North l~tars, too~ 
advantage (of the r haiR/" 
• penalty) and took. the 
period away from us,":sa|d 
Edmonton Roach Glen 
gather. "If (AI) MacAdam 
had scored oh 'h is  
breakaway it's all over." 
BIG 8AVE 
MacAdam 'had the 
breakaway early in the 
• ~ third period but Edmonton 
goalie Andy Mood made a 
sliding save. 
"Moo~ gave up a couple 
of easy goals and we could 
recover .  
Paul Coffey and Jari 
Kurri on power plays, 
Glenn Anderson and Ken 
Linsemun at full strength, 
Mark Messier short- 
handed and Wayne Gretzky 
on a penalty shot fuelled 
the Oilers' onslaught. 
Lumley end . Gretzky 
scored in the first period. 
"This team has a lot of 
character and we showed it
tonigi~t," Gretzky said of 
the turn of events after a firepower. , : , . 
"The disastrous second period, y had. ndentlesa 
"When,we got down two offensive pressure and we 
goals we were worried weren't able to cope with 
because they're a good it." , ',~ 
offensive club," he ~id. 
"We told o~-eelves that Minnesota Ued the NHL 
Lundey ]mew he made a playoff r,ecord" with four 
mistake that burt the team power-play goals in one 
• . . so we said let's get period and the two teams 
ourselves back into it." broke records with five 
A disappointed Maheney power-Play goals in one 
said his club couldn't period and seven in the 
contain the Oiler game. 
Islanders breaking 
up a good thing 
UNIONDALE, N.Y. (CP) 
- -  As far as Al Arhour is 
concerned, there's nothing 
wrong with brealdng up a 
good thing, especially when 
it's stsrUng to go bad. 
In an effort to generate 
more offence, the New 
York Islanders' coach split 
up centre Bryan Trnttier 
and right winaer. Mike 
Bossy on Saturday night in 
the third game of the best- 
of-seven National Hockey 
League Prince of Wales 
• Conference final. 
The result: Bossy ended 
a brief slump by scoring his 
first goal of the series as 
New ~, York won 5-2 to 
narrow Montreal's series 
load to 2-1 .  
"l've separated them on 
a spot basis during the 
season * before," said 
Arhour after an Islanders' 
,workout Sunday. "Tldngs 
So Arbour put Bossy on a 
line with Brent gutter, a 
centre Bossy had never 
played with, and John 
Tonelli. Trottier played 
mostly with Greg Gilbert 
and Anders Keller. 
LITTLE CHANGE 
Bossy said there wasn't 
much difference in the 
style of play between 
Trnttier and Brant Sutter, 
except that Sutter shot 
right, which meant he had 
to backhand passes to feed 
Bossy instead of the 
crisper, forehand passes of 
the left-shooting Trottier. 
Arbour sold he might 
keep the lines the same, but 
with typical p layoff 
coyness aid he could just 
as easily reunite Trnttier 
and Bossy. 
"I could go any number 
of ways," Arhour said. 
Arbour's options could 
weren't working that well 
and I thought, 'What the 
hark, why not?' 
Tomes Jousson and Greg 
Gilbert scored 13 seconds 
apart to give the Islanders 
a 2-0 lead before the 8aBe 
wan elffht minutes old. 
Gilbert scored again In the 
second period. The other 
increase if rookie centre 
Dreher top 
bowler. 
ST. JOHN'S, Nfld. (CP) 
- -  Connie Dreher of Stoney 
hove given up," gather New York goal scorer was . Creek, Ont., won her sixth title. Lewis came second 
said. "But then Moog made Clark Gillies. , ,, national howling cham- with ' :~ ;  ,followed .,by 
oce0ple0fbil~'~Vl~':':'~i~'~'r.'~J~'l~ ' ''i'di: r' 'l~10ni~l! plonsldp";Saturday "in; a Cardinal with'215. ~.: ~ ,;.:~ : 
guys didn't give up berause" "Wure'*~P/erre . Mondu and three,way., tie : breaking ' Dreher, who has ~ ....... 
they believe in them- Mark Hunter. rolloff at the 1964 Canadian howling since she was eix, 
Pat LaFontalne's sprained 
right ankle mmde in time 
for the fourth game 
Tuesday night.: 
Montreal defenceman 
Craig Ludwig said the only 
thing Montreal will have to 
change for Tuesday night/~ 
to work harder., 
"We learned our lesson," 
said Ludwig, "Next ~ame 
we won't wait until the 
game Is half over before we 
start pleying. 
"On Saturday nlght when 
it was half over, it wan 
already over for us." 
Rcolrle goaltender Steve 
Peeney, who yielded five 
goals on 14 shots in a period 
and a half of work, said he 
wouldn't change anything 
in his play, either. 
"It take things as they 
come," said Panney. "I 
had a bad night, that's the 
way it goes. 
"This doesn't shake me." 
Dreher scored 268 in the 
relloff game to win the 
Above the under 8 team, Centennial Lions, .K iamaat  Halsla Eagles and Bridget under 18's 
parades in the opening ceremonies of the meet in an exhibit ion match. 
Ter race  youth Soccer association. Below the 
selves." 
Unfortunately for Bossy .had had just one 
Minnesota, the Oilers had.. shot in the first two games 
comeback ideas of their of the series and neither he 
own. By the time they nor Trottler seemed able to 
finished scoring six con- shake the chsokin~ of Guy 
seeutive goals there was no Corbennoau, Bob Galney 
room for the Stars to and Marie Tremblay. 
Youth Bowlin~ Council's won her first national title 
five-pin championship, in 197-6 in the bantam girls' 
Dreher, Laura Lewis of singles. She was 10 et the 
Bale Verte, Nfld., and time. 
Denise Cardinal of Sud- Darrell Belly of Van- 
bury, Ont., all had 15-7 couver won the sanior boys' 
records after regulaUon singles title with a 16-6 
rnunde, record. 
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sumraGrJes 
I ' " - -  Dean Evasan scored 
Montreal 2 at NY Islandel'l S t lu 'eegoa laSundnyn J~ht  sa 
First Por,~ Kanfloops Oilers took the 
1. NY Islanders, Jonoson 2' lead in the best-of-seven 
(,Bossy, Potvtn) 7:35 (pp) 
2. N~ islanders, Gilbert 3 Western  Hockey League 
(Flatley, B. gutter) 7:~8 
Penalties - -  Boutilller NYI 
3:55, Robinson Mtl  6:02, B, SUe" 
ter NYI 10:37, Penney Mtl 
(Served by Nllon) 13:22, Trot- 
tier NYI 17:22. Second Period 
3. f lY  Islanders, Bossy 5 (B. 
Suffer) 1:26 
4. NY Islanders, Gillies 6 
(Goring, D. Suitor) 6:01 
S. NY  Islanders, GIIdert 4 
(Tro.'ler) 8:26 
6, Montreal, Mondou .5 (Lo. 
fleur, Chellos) 17:23 (lOP) 
.Pena l t ies -  Corbonneau Mtl 
6:01,'Troffier NYI 6:1S, Tremb- 
lay Mtl 13:$4, Boutllller NYI 
. 16: IS. 
Third Period 
7, Montreal, Hunter 2 (Lud- 
wig, Smith) 3:32 
Penally -- Potvln NYI 9:31. 
Shots on 0ool by 
• Montreal 7 7 8---~ 
NY islanders 7 10 9~26 
Edmonton S at Mlnnesoto S 
First Period 
I. Edmonton, Lumley 1 10:30 
2. Edmonton, Gretzky 8 (An- 
derson, Mauler) 12:28 (pp) 
Penalties --  CoOley Edm, CIo 
¢erelll MIn 1:34, Melnyk Edm 
6:21, Lows Edm, ACidS MIn 
6:59, Roberts MI0 11:43, Plait 
MIn 10:03, Greg9 Edm t8:43, 
Fogolln Edm, Levis MIn malors 
19:52. ~econd Period 
3. Minnesota, Maxwell 2 (Ac- 
res, Bellows) 4:09 (pp} 
4. Minnesota, Napier 2 (Max- 
well9 0:48 (pp) 
5. Minnesota, Napier 3 (Me- 
ruk, Roberts) 10:22 (pp) 
6. Minnesota, Breton d (Levle, 
Payee) 13:04 (pp) 
7. Minnesota, Broten S, (Bel- 
lows, Maxwell) 12:36 
0. Edmonton, Coffey 6 (Kurrl, 
Messier) 14:00 (pp) 
Penalties ~ Lows Edm, Col. 
toy Edm, Clccerelll MIn 3:36, 
Coffey Edm, Plefl MIn 5:46, 
Lumley 'Edm major 8:!3, Levis 
.MIn 12:10, Gretzky Edm, Bel- 
lows Mln 15:05, Semenko Edm 
major, Payne MIn minor, meier 
18;24. Third Period 
9. Edmonton, Kurri 12 (Cot- 
toy, Gretzky) 4:$8 (p~) 
10. Edmonton, Ander~n 5 
(Messier, Fogolln) 6:06 
II. Edmonton, Llneemon 8 
(Pouzar, Lumley) 7:~ 
12. Edmonton, Mossier S 
(LOWel 10:10 (sh) 
13. Edmonton, Gretsky 9 10:47 
(legality shot) 
Pena l t ies -  Kurrl  Edm, Bel- 
lows' Mln 2:2S, Llndgrsn MIn 
4:03, Lumfey Edm 9:49, 
McClelland Edm 14:49, Maxwell 
MIn 18:10. 
Shots on I~gl by 
Edmonton 15 I1 9--35 
MinneaPOlis 11 10 6--35 
National Hockey League play. 
. Off scoring leaders after garnet 
Saturday night: 
• A P 
Gretzky, Edm 9 18 27 
Mauler, Edm 5 16 31 
Kurrl, Edm 12 8 20 
Coffsy, Edm 6 12 10 
Relnhart, Cat 6 11 17 
Bellows, ~ln 2 12 14 
MKlnn l | ,  Cat 2 12 14 
Neslund, Mtl • 6 7 lS 
,McDonald, Cat 6 7 13 
Anderson, Edm S '  8 13 
Maxwell, MIn 
Llnssmon, Edm 
BOSSy~ NVl 
Actsn, Mln 
GIIntour, SIL 
Petterltml, StL 
Maruk, Mln 
Gartsm', Wash 
final with a 7-4 victory over 
Regina Pats. 
Also scoria8 for the 
winners --  who entered the 
series after defeating 
Portland Winter Hawks 
with five straight wins in 
the Western DiviMon.final 
.-- were Greg Evtushevski, 
Mark Kachowski, Ryan 
Stewart and Stacey 
WakabayushL 
Kamloops leads .ser,eS 
Taylor Hall, Kirl( and generM manager of tlte 
Wickeneheiser, Lyoden Regina club, said the Pats 
Byers and Brant Fedyk "didn't play as well as we 
replied for the Pats. can play butwe're looking 
Regina downed Medicine to the next game." 
Hat Tigers 4-1 in . the "You're not looking at a 
Eastern Division to qualify team that's going to 
for the finals, panic." 
Bill Laforge, Kamloops' Kanfloope' nelminder 
coach and general Daryl Reangh made 25 
manager, wan careful not saves, while Re~inars 
to be too optimistic about Jamle Reeve pushed aside 
the teams' next mcoUng SO shots on goal. 
tonight. • Kandoopa also tied 
"Reffina will come out Brnn.denWhestKlngrs 1979. 
tou~er in the next same," record Sunday for the most 
he said. : consecutive playoff wins - -  
BOb Strmnm, the coach . .  
Whitecaps winners 
VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  over New York Cosmos in 
Vancouver Whitecaps the third annual Spring Cop 
scored four secend-half exhibition soccer game 
goals to record a4-1 victory Sunday night at B.C. Place 
I I II 
I r 
o Sport Sh rts 
I 
MONTREAL (CP) -- Weber, the world record- 
Jolhn Sadri copped his first holder from Austria, wen 
Association of Tennio ~6,000 for his run of 156.04 
ProfeeMonuls toumameat kllometres an  hour. 
in two years Sundays Canadian Phil Graves of 
def~ating fellow American Vancouver was second at 
Gres Holmes 6-2, 6.4 in the 155.77 lan-h and earned 
singles final of the 125,000 14,000. Alain Stump of 
U.S, Alean Challenger Switzerland was third at 
event.. 160~70 inn-h for ~50. 
In doubles actions Colver, of Squaw Valley, 
'Americans Andy Kohlberg Calif., won 13,000 in the 
and Richard Meyer woman's competition for 
defeated countryman Seen her ,run of 1~q.47 lun.h. 
Brawley and Leaf Shires 3- Mart/ M artin.Kunts of 
6, 6.3, 6-3. TeHmtde, Cob., was 
second at 150.1) lure.h, and 
I~YSTONg~ Colo. (AP) earned 11,500. 
- -  Bad weather forced the 
Stadi,,-, 
The Whitecaps regained 
the cup alter having lostit 
to Cesmes in 1903. 
Whitecaps'. forward 
Peter Ward scored two 
goals : to Face the attack 
with David Cross and Pran 
O'Brien . adding singles. 
Gerry Gray scored New 
York's lone goal. 
Vancouver dnminaied 
thrnughout~ outshooting the 
Cosmos 23-11 and taking 13 
corner kicks to New York's 
four. 
Whitecaps' coach Alan 
Hinton was more than 
satisfied with the result. 
"We have very skillful 
players and as the fans saw 
toaiffht we will have a very 
offensive team," he sa id .  
Whitacqm open the 
North American Sensor 
Lexaua re~ar  season on 
May 13 hostln6. San. Diego 
Seekers. 
II 
cancellation of the final .KINGSTON (Router ) - - '  ' . '  : 
dsyofrnoinggundayinthe'North America  speed ~ounw?e~"loosen~trw~lmm~ TrMiactlons 
skiing championships at Indies' tim) iP'ip on the " 
Arapahos Basin, leaving fifth test cricket match ii~l 
Frees Weber and Rinton Sunday. IAIIIALL . . . .  
Colver as the top prize Replying to Australia's .Am~c,, L.m. ¢hldeSO White lax ceil up pitcher 
wJ][mera, modut  total] o f  ]L~0, WMt  AI Jomm from Denwr Of me 
Ind ies  wu 1162 ba~ore los in~ Amorlclm 
Asloclgtlon; send pitcher Tom Forty of the world's its first wicket. But by the nr~,n to mnusr. 
latest suers spent more close of play on the m~und ..w York Yankees place pltch~ 
• John Montefusco on thb IS.day than an hour at the top of day, West Indies managed dIusb, ed 
• the speed track st an ouly:mSforslx. ,at, rocafillpltchwCurtSrownfrom 
• elOYatiOIl Of 3re40 n le i rea ,  Columbus of the International 
Welting In vain for a Ixeak West ladles rot~laed fh e FOOTBALL 
NPL 
2 to ts ~ in thellmow and clouds that edgeanlyenaltrangflmt, c.~, name OeorBe Catevolas 
S' a 11 had ph~ued the corn- wicket stand between a.~maSv, hock coK,. 6 11 USPL 
4 7 11  pet i t ion  8]] week.  Gordo~ (~ 'ee~d~e, .  who  New Orleans Breakers sign 
2 I) 11 The  lt~LlmeN were  baBe~ wad four th  OUt fo r  1127 s and IInM)acker Marcus Merck. 
7 3 10 Pltleber|b MeBlers tire ~ead s s to on fastest times in earlier Desmend Haynes, who ~,  Joe. Peedry and name Ellis 
3 7 10 runs  made 60. flelnMMrgef as his reptscement. 
i ' . .  . .  
Larry Bird did out ofthegame. BUt aRer'soakln8 his offenco.des/gnedtobreak He thea had six pninin and Milwankcebchlnd Darryl star guard Sidney Mencrlef season-hlgh 26 against 
everything ri~t-for Boston Bird had 33. points, 13 ankle in Ice for more than 
Celtlceencept~kehlmse]f • assists, nine rebounds, an hourafter the game, 
three steals and two Bird said It wasn't Jenos'e 
S o c c e r  blocked abate U the Celtt~ fault that he didn't come 
• opened their beat.of4evco' ut of the game. 
~ National Basketball "K.C~ asked.me if I season Association Eastern wanted to come out two or 
., ,, , Conference semifinal three times," Bird said. 
The Herald, Monday, April 30, 1984, Page S 
Phoenix. Dantley hitS4 of 
19 shots for the Jazz, the 
Midwest Division cham- 
pions. Walter Davis had 21 
points and Alvan Adams 16 
for the Suns. Larry Nanco, 
averaging 16 points a game 
in the pleyoffs, was held to 
New .... York's pressure~ two assists in a 10-2 spurt Dawkins's 32 points in the was hald.to 10"peisis. 
defenee und~dso.centrolled that made it 49-~ midway ~otber Eastern Conference 
the offensive *prowess of. through the second period, semifinal. Otis Birdsong Jazz lea Suns leO 
Knicks :forward Bernard I t  was 64-44 at halftime scored lS points and Buck Utah won its Western 
King. and the Knlcks never gbt Williams added 15 points Conference semifinal 
Kevin McHsde, six-foot- el~mr.than 18in the second and 17 rebounds. Marquee opener at home against 
10, Who led.  Boston hi half.. . .  ~ Johnson had ~ points and - Phoenix as Adrian Dantley 
.scoring with. 25 points, Nets 106 Bucks100 Junior Bridgamun 20 for si:ored 26 peints and rookie 
against New YorkKnlcks "But iwan~d to stay in," guarded King, six-fo0..t- New,,'Jersey. won at the Bucks. Milwaukee's Thurl Bailey added a five. 
-opens Dr. Th0manSilva, the seven, in the. second Rookie had ife d d • Sunday, Celtics' team physician, quarter a d held him te six
Sun and soocer combined But he wan still in the said he expected Bird to points. King fislshed With "" a W 8n og 
for a great day for hun. game with less than four play in the second game ~.6poinis. 
minutes left and Beaten Wednesday, also in Boston. Boston e~tre Robert 
dreds of parents, coaches leading by IS when he in other second-round Parish, whohad 19 .peinf~ '/'HE WOODLANDS, his first Professional finished with a 10-under274 Pavia, "who finished and players at the opening . 
day ceremonies of the a88ravatedananldeinJury playoff openers Sunday it and. 12 rebounds, sparked ~ex..- (AP). - -  Veteran Golfers' ' Asaoclation total, seoond in the Phosnix Open 
he sustained last week wun: New Jersey Nete105, two .Celtics surges ~at..hdmetewz favorite John tournament by one shot in Gardnerwoasacond, hls in his second pro tour-: 
Terrace youth soecer against Waaldngten. Milwaukee Bucks 100; and gave them big l.eadainthe Mahaffe~ had a two.stroke the $500,000 Houston Open best career finish, with a nument in January, earned 
association at Skeeun field "Larry shouldn't have Utah Jazz 105, Phoenix first half. Icedand the Support of the at Woodlands Country two-under 69 for a 275 total a ;90,000 first prize that ' o,. Saturday. 
This year'd season opens 
with 4S teams including 
four girl's team and an 
under 18 ' team from 
been in there at the end," 
Boston coach K.C. Jones 
said. " I  made a boo-beo. 
"It could be very costly." 
Suns 95. On Saturday, Los 
Angeles 'Lakers defeated 
Dallas Mavericks 134-91. 
• The Celtics used a new 
Club. and erratic Buddy 
Mubaffey blew to a final- Wadkins, the 36-hole 
round 75 end finished in a leader, was third at 276 
tie for sixth place at five- 
Parish had seven points gallery.. 
during a 17-2 surge thet But.rookie Corey Paris 
turned a 12-10 New York had his wife Shannon and 
lead intoa 27-14 advantage, their dog Webster, and that 
Ki to - - tV t i lnge .  Manitoba dominates , was enougb. " I  had undar279.Pavinsurpessed The opening ceremonies "someone cheering for me, his final challenger, Buddy 
too," said Pavin. Gardner, on the 14th hole, included sO Introductory Starting the day two where Paris birdied and 
Canadian volleyball strokes off the paee, Pavin Gardaerbegey d. f i red  Pavin'sbirdie . . .  a final round 68 put him 11 
' • Sunday to sweep part the under for the tournament 
v~couv~R" (cP) - ' ~ " ' Selars.. of Toronto. . ., ~_ the Calgary Volleyball fading Mahaffey and win but he bogeyed No. 17 and 
Prairie Blue of Winnipeg . rr.ame utue aexeatea Gub 15-S, 15-2, 6-15 and 15. 
Ame'-'--- s cup emerged as the.women's Level 15-13, IS-U and !5-4.. 3. " champion aft~ defeating . Montreal AthleUc IIUUL' 
the Univemity of Laval in Recreational Club of University of  British " c , gha'len-e 
the finals °f  the C 'd len  Men treal pla 'eed third bY ' ' Calumbis w°men d°wned popular 
senior volleyball chain- defeating . Game Poist Searbero Solars 15-e, 0.is, 
parade of the teams and 
their Coaches. Miss 
Terracel Christine Tim- 
mermen, was on hand. to 
officially open the season. 
The teams filled the 
remainder of the afternoon 
playing exhibition games 
on the various fields at 
Sheens. 
Regular season 'games plonshipeSunday. 
get underway-  next in the men's play, 
Saturday a't different fields University of Manitoba 
throughout Terrace. Bisons defeated 8earboro 
Sports of Vancouver '15-7, . 15-101 and: 18-16,~ while 
15.4, 9-15, 14-16 ~nd 15-13. Edmonton Nova beat 
Vancouver Rucan0r Da]Jh0usle 6-15, 15-5, 15-7, 6- 
Qdmo was fifth, beating 15 and 15-11. 
PERTH, AustraliaiAP) foreign yachts from eight 
- -Two Canadi~m yachts countries entered in the 
are among at least 21 1987 chhllange for the 
America's Cup race when 
Auntralig, Will defend 
yachting% most coveted 
trophy fc, r the first time. 
The Royal Perth Yacht 
Club, which won the C~p 
last September from the 
United States, said Monday 
the 21 foreign yachting 
clubs entered each had'to 
pay an entry fee of about 
$11,000. 
"It's mind boggling," 
said commodore Peter 
Dalziell of the Perth club. 
"We thought ff we'd finish 
with nine we'd.be doing 
well. 
"This has Just gone out of 
all proportions." 
Dahlell said two more 
challenges . might be 
received before the told- 
night deadline Monday. 
The previous record for 
foreign challenges In the 
event was seven in 1963 .... 
Officlals.~" declined., to. 
name the. forelgn clubs, 
saying not aU Of them 
might be accepted if they 
could not meet various 
international racing 
standards. A fail list is 
expected to be  issued in 
several days, Dalziell said. 
Noel Semmens, head of 
the state government 
committee organizing the 
defence, said entries from 
eight countries had been 
received including eight 
entries from the United 
States and four from Italy. 
France and Britain both 
have two entries and 
Swltzerland, West Ger- 
many and New Zealand 
each have one entry, 
Semmens aid. 
The foreign yachis will 
race each other to deter- 
mine which one will face 
the Australian defender in 
January 1907. 
boosted his yearly earnings : 
to $170,705. 
am 
The sixth annual B,C, school sports milk run was held 
Friday at the three local secondary schools in Terrace, 
Skeena Junior secondary school students (top picture) 
were an enthusiastic crowd as they set out to walk run.or 
Ogu 3. km to celebrate school sports and promote fitness, 
aentsat Caledonia (middle picture) dropped coins In 
an 0verslzed milk carton, to raise money for the 
, , ,  • . . . .  . 
disabled of B.C., before they set off on their 3 km course. 
Students st Thornhlll Jr. Secondary (bottom picture) 
had the option of roller skating the 3 kin. Some of the 
participants chose to run the course compotively and be 
timed but many of them chose a more leisurely route 
and all were quite happy to be outdoors rather than In 
school. • 
after a final-round 70. Nick Price finished with 
Pavia said his 25-foot a pair of 69e for a 276 total ' 
birdie putt on the 14th hole and $24,000 for fourth place. 
was a turning point in the and Dang Tewell, who had ,. 
match. , a 75 and 278 total, was fifth, 
Gardner'sf~4,000 payday worth $20,000. 
and second place finish Richard Zokoi of Van-: 
were the highest of his couver slipped to a 77in his 
career. He fled for second final round to finish with a ." 
in the 1975Tucson Open. 292 total, worth $1,045. ;~ 
Local Sports Shorts : 
I ~"  
Northman Rugby ii 
The Terrace Northman Rugby team open~! their • 
season with a game in Prince Rupert. 
The game was very close for all of the first half wi~ the 
score being tied 0-0 at the, haft. ' 
The second hal/saw the Terrace pack ~d0minate. Kelly 
Beckman and Jan Miscura made'somme outstanding plays 
to set up penalty kicks by Willie McLeary. McI~ary .. 
scored on both attempts and Terrace went on to win 60. 
The club will be in Kit/mat next weekend for a mini- 
tournament and the home opener Is'se~ for Ma~ 13th. ; 
P , ; 
Tennis club 
The sun has been shining and the new season for the :: 
Terrace tennis club is well underway. ;: 
A new executive was elected at a recent meeting, they - 
are: Grant Holkestad (president), Bud Smith (vice-i. 
president), Karen Birkedal (secretary), and Shells Caddy 
(treasurer). Several directers were also elected to help ..; 
coordinate the new season. , o  
The Kalum tennk .courts have booked for Tuesday, 
Th~sday, and S upda~y~ltinp fir.club memhers,~me.~ In ..
addi[/oi/~enday.ev, e~,~gs[i, from~5;p,m.lto 6 p.m. [have = 
been designated for junior lessons. Club membership s :: 
$20 (18 years and up), $5 (under 18 years), and $2.50 
(junior with parent member). Junior lessons are $10 
which includes club membership. For more information 
contact any executive member during club hours. For 
junior lessons contact Karen at 635-5607. , 
The club is holding a 'Get in the Swing' fun tournament - 
• on May 5-Gth. There will be two events, doubles and mixed 
doubles. All prospective members and all tennis buffs are 
encouraged to attend. There will be prizes to the winners 
and runners.up. Entry forms can be picked up on club 
nights or by contacting Dave Burdett (tournament 
director) at 635-5607. Entries are also being accepted for 
• the Terrace Open on May 19-21st. Entry deadline is May 
16th. . ~ i 
The playeffs for the B.C. summer games are scheduled 
for May 26-27th in Kltimat. Entry deadline ts May 18th. 
Summer games format permits ~)isyers to'enter in only 
eneevent for the playolfs. Zone representative s Dorothy 
Cheyne at 632-3871. * 
A tennis ladder is being tentatively set up for play 
starting in mid-May. Anyone interested in getting 
their name on the list should contact either Chuck COy at 
635-3564 or Grant Holkeatad at 635-9406. 
The Terrace tennis club is looking forward to a fun filled 
and successful tennis eason. 
A 
LUHCHEOH 
TREAT 
at the 
GRAND TRUNK ns.m 
Bored of the same 'old' lunch? 
Try one of our 
Daily Lunch Specials 
*,nc,udlng soup for $6 O0 
& dessert) under • 
Monday thru Friday I I am - 2pro 
...homestyle cooking at reasonable prices... 
Grand Trunk Restaurant 
4702 Lekeke Avenue 
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Tiger's Dan Petry makes quite recto very 
• • . . . .  i : : '  . . . .  . . . . . . .  i .T . . '  . " , . , : .q. ,' , . . ,:. , , ,~.: . • . . . .  . 
:. Only ave days earlier, elbow. He made quite a Lasgne'ballebell season, ' Petty, 3"1" gave up his as Willie Hernandez 7ipit- {JaW.land "";split :" i" ' :  ..... ; (  ' ; :  ';~/' "" • ..... : : " ::~ : '  :// /:" " 
flrsthlt, adoubletoGoorge ched the. ninth inui~, doubleheader,, the Tw~ Randy, :Ready .and Be" :  three-ran homer in the l'0th Oglivle and a ran-seering, inning to provide '*the Hght-hender Dan Petty of Detroit "tigers had been 
forced to take himself out 
of a game against Mln. 
nesots Twins with a stiff 
recovery Sunday. hurling the Tigers to a 6-1 
Petry came within four victory over Cleveland Vnkovieh, with two outs in 
outs of joining tonm-mate Indians. Morris threw a no- the eighth inning. With the 
Jack Morris as a no-hit hitter against Chicago no-hitter, gone, Perry 
pitcher thin American White Sox on April 7. watched from the dugout 
• .° 
Pena has 
Alejandro Pena seems to 
have San Diego Padres' 
number this year -- and so 
far that number has been 
zero .  
• For the second time in 11 
days, Pena threw a five-hit 
shutout against San Diego 
as Los Angeles Dodgers 
5eat he Padres 6-0 Sunday 
and climbed back into tint 
place in their see-sew 
National League baseball 
battle for the West Division 
lead. 
Pena, 4-1, was rarely in 
trouble, striking out six and 
walking none. 
In other NL action 
Sunday It was: Chicago 
.Cubs 2, Pittsburgh Pirates 
1;  New York Mets 6, 
Philadelphia Phlllles ~.; 
Montreal Expos 8, St. Louis 
• Cardinals 2; Cincinnati 
Reds swept a doubleheader 
from San Francisco Giants 
8-1 and 7-3; and Houston 
Astres 8, Atlanta Braves 5. 
~ On Saturday it was: 
Atlanta 5, Houston 3; St. 
Louis 6, Montreal 1; 
Chicago 7, Pittsburgh 1; 
New York 4, Philadelphia 
3; CinCinnati 7, San 
Pranctsco 6; and San Diego 
5, Los Angeles 1. 
USFL 
NEW YORK (AP) " I f  
you want to know what the 
~nited States Fobtball 
League has meant to the 
1,984 National Football 
League draft, you only 
have to consider the pl~ht 
Of Miami Dolphins' coach 
Don Shda. 
"We need ltoebackers, 
~nebsckers and more 
linebackers," said Shuia, 
whose team picks 26th in 
the first round of the 
~llege draft Tuesday. 
"The good thing is the guys 
We're looking at are all 
there. 
"The bed thing is that 
s.ince the USFL has signed 
good players at other 
~itlons, teams that 
normelly wouldn't have 
.selected a linebacker may 
p!ck one now." 
The NFL draft starts at 8 
a.m. EST at the Omni'Perk 
H[otel here with 12 rbands 
continuing into tho'eaHy 
hpurs of Wednesday 
morn ing .  
But a lot of the stars are 
gone-  perhaps nine who 
would have been first- 
round draft choices in the 
2~-team I~'L and another 
30 or so of the 100 top-rated 
players in the class of 1964 
have been signed by the 
USFL. 
~They include quar- 
terback Steve Young of 
virigbam Young, Nebraska 
running back Mike Roder, 
the Heismsn Trophy 
winner, and defensive 
tackle Reggie White of 
Tennessee --  all of whom 
might have been the NFL's 
first choice. Also missing 
are offensive tackle Mark 
• ~dickes of Baylor and 
defensive end Robert 
Smith of Grambllng, who 
might well have been in the 
top 10. 
,That has left Irving 
Fryer as the first selection, 
which will be made official 
then by New England 
Patriots, who have already 
signed the Nebraska wide 
receiver. Then Houston 
Oilers, with the second 
choice will pick Fryar's 
teammate, guard Dean 
Steinkul-,ler, with whom 
they have reached 
agreement. 
i These two picks have 
alresdy disrupted the plans 
Of New York Giants, who 
Iflck third. They would 
have been happy with 
e.lther Steinkuhler or 
l~'yar, one of whom 
probably would hove been 
~vallable had the USFL not 
~phoned off Young, Roder 
al~d White. And they also 
liked Adickee. 
• HAVE RIPPLE8 
That ripple effect will 
pertain thronghought the 
draft and it may have a bit 
of a reverse ripple On the 
USFL. 
~. The Giants, for example, 
may find the offensive 
lineman they need in the 
USFL --  they are actively 
puranlng tackle Chris 
Godlrey of Mlchllpm 
Panthers, 
Padres' 
PenaSs only 
came in the fourth inning 
when San-Diego's Tony. 
Gwynn opened with a 
double and moved to third 
on Gralg Nettles's 
grounder. But Pana got off 
the hook by getting Steve 
number 
problem no outs and the bases 
loaded. Lucas walked 
Lonuie Smith to force in 
one run and another scored 
on David Green's double- 
play grounder. The Expos 
turned three other twin- 
killings. 
another when he'.walked. 
Walt Terreli, 3-1; scattered 
nine hits over the first six 
innings and was cr~Uted 
with the victory.:' 
Reds ~7 Giants 1-3 
Duane Walker hit a home 
run and a pair Of RBI 
glvtn~ up Cleveland's only winning the opener 5-2 and 
run on o walk end a double the A's b lan l~ the Twins 
by Julio Franco. 3.0In the n/gh~cap. Toronto 
• " ' Bluejays at Kansas City 
In his previous two at- Royals wan ruined out. 
bats, Vnkovieh had struck On Saturday' i t .  Was: 
out and popped to catcher Toronto 8, Kansas City 0; 
Lance Parrish In foui Detroit 6, Cleveland 2; 
territory. But Petry got Boston 8, Chicago 7 ;  
behind in the count 2-1 In Oakland 7, Minnesota0; 
Vukovteh'o third trip. California 10; Seattle 1; 
Vulmvich lined the next, Baltimore 6, Texas 1; and 
pitch into the gap in right- Milwaukee 8, New York 0. 
centre. Yankees 6 Brewers 5
Perry walked two and New- York snapped a 
struck out seven in his first four-game ' losing streak 
winning decision since with four runs in the b or. 
April 10. tom of the 13th inning-- the 
two-base rror by Smalley winning runs for Seattle. 
at th i rd . . .  .California scored five runs 
• Orioles 3 Rugers Z in the bottom of the ninth to 
• Baltimore won its fourth tie the score 6-6, sending 11 
, in a row and handed Texas ' men to the plate against 
Its sixthstralght loss with a five seattle pitchers; Br im 
pair, of runs in the sixth Downing and Gary pettis 
inning. Cal Ripken Jr. drove in two rnns each; and 
tripled home the tying run, Rod Cerew's hit-and-ran 
then/scored 'the winner single scored Pettls from 
when. Eddie ' Murray first w i th thety i~ren .  
singled, Elpken tripled Twins 5-0 A's2.3 
following J im Dwyer's Frank Viola pitched " 
double. Wayne Gross eight innings to win the 
homered for the Orioles. opener for Minnesota with 
White 8ox 8 Red 8ox 4 some offensive support 
Run Kittle's two home from Houston Jimenez and 
runs and five-RBin allowed Gary Gaettl, who each had 
Gervey to line to second 
and Terry Kennedy to 
ground out to second. 
The Dod~ers cored the 
only run they needed in the 
top of the second 
when Mike Marshall hit a 
home run off San Diego 
starter Ed Whlisan, 2-2. 
The Dod~ers added aran in 
the fourth when Rick 
Monday came home on a 
passed ball, then scored 
four more in the ninih on a 
bases-loaded walk to Steve 
Sax and a three-base error 
byCarmelo Martlnszin left 
field on Terry Whiffield's 
fly ball with the bases 
loaded. 
Ezpo s 6 Cardinals 3 
Char]ie Lea and Gary 
Lucas teamed on a six- 
hitter and Pete Rose drove' 
in a run and scored another 
to help Montreal beat St. 
Louin. " Lea, 4-1, pitched 
shutout ball through 
sevea l~s  " before 
in the eighth with 
Cubs 2 Pirates 1 
Steve Trout and two 
relievers combined on a 
five-hitter and Gary 
Matthews drove in both 
Chicago runs as' the Cubs 
edged Pittsburgh. Trout, 3- 
1, worked the first six in- 
ninp before giving way to 
Tim Stoddard after 
allowing consecutive 
seventh-inuing singles to 
Jason Thompson and Tony 
Pens. Johnny Ray's 
sacrifice fly scored 
Thompson, but that was the 
only damage. Lee Smith 
came on in the ninth with a 
man on first and nobody 
out, and recorded his frith 
save. 
Mets 6 Phill/es 2 ; 
Darryl Strawberry 
drilled a single and double 
and Kelth Hernandez 
homered to pace New York 
over Philadelphia. 
Sirawhorry scored one run 
after his double and set up 
singles and Tom Foley Kirk Glbsofi had two final two coming on a;two-' the White Sex to break a three hits. Dave)' Lopes 
knocked in four runs to doubles and a single in four out single by Tim Foli. five.game losing streak, homered for Oakland. In 
pace Cincinnati to a at-bats, driving in three of Steve Kemp, Don Baylor • Klttlehit a two-run homer the second game, Chris ' 
doubleheader sweep of San Detroit's runs. and Roy Smalley scored Just inside the foul pole and Codiroli blanked the Twins 
Franelsco. Foley drove in In the rest of the AL on the first three Yankee runs onto the roof at Comlskey with three hits o~er five 
three runs in the first game 
with a triple, a sacrifice fly 
and his first major league 
home run. He also tripled 
home a ran in the nightcap 
to help the Reds swee p the 
four-game series. 
Astros 8 Broves 5 ' 
Craig Reynolds drove in 
two runs with a single and a 
sacrifice fly and Mike Scott 
v;on his first game of the 
season as Houston beat 
Atlanta. Scott, 1-1, allowed 
four hits over the first 8 2-3 
innings. Dave "Smith and 
Frank DiPino finished the 
pitching chores  for 
Houston. The  Braves 
collected 10 hits off the 
th ree  HOUStonr  pitchers, 
including a solo home run 
and a two-run single by 
Dale Murphy. 
Sunday it was: NewYork onalngles. With the bases Park to cap Chicago's innings, and reilevers Tom 
BrewersYankees 5 8,in 13Milwaukeeinnings; Tellmunnl°aded' relieVerwalked To~ secondthree'run fi stinning. His Burgmeier and Bill Caudlll 
homer, into the completed a seven-hitter. 
Baltimore Orioles 3, Texan another ran. Foli then upper deck, drove in three Codiroli had to.leave the 
Rangers 2, Chicago White singled off Tellmann to runs. Richard Dotson, 3-2, game with a split finger- 
SOx 6, Boston Red Sox 4; drive in the tying and worked eight-plus innings, nail. Dwayne Murphy 
and Seattle Mariners 9, winning rans..Mliwaukea yteiding eight hits. doubled home two of 
California Angels 6 in 10 scored in the top of the Mariners 9.Angels 6 Oakland's runs in the third 
innings. Minnesota and inning on RBI singles by Barry Bonnell hit a inning. 
tpusiness cljrecto(y 
Total Business Services 
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PHOTO COPIES 11}' each 
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L 
depletes NFL draft 
With Roder gone, the top 
framing back appears to be 
Furman's Stanford Jen- 
nings, rated a late first- 
round choice at best. SO 
Kansas City Chiefs, who 
needed a running back, 
went out and signed Ken 
Lacy of ~ichigan, the new 
league's third-rated rusher 
• last season. 
In Miami's ease, they 
have no chance at Carl 
Banks of Michigan State or 
Wither Marshall of'Horida, 
the ' two ' top  linebeckers 
unless they trade up for a 
higher first-round pick --  a 
course they are actively 
pursuing. Even the second 
• linobacker level -- Ric~ 
Hunley of Arizona, Kelth acquired from the Patriots 
Browner of Southern for the top pick, and then 
California and Steve it's St. Louis Cardinals, 
DeOesie of Boston College Cleveland Browns, the 
- -  may be gone by the 26th Coits'(a pick acquired from 
pick. Denver Broncos in the John 
Elway deal last year), 
Following the Giants," Detroit Lions, "Los Angeles 
Philadelphia Eagles will Rams, Seattle Seahewks, 
pick, then Philadelphia Pittsburgh Steelers, San 
Eagles, the Chiefs, San Francisco 49ers, Dallas 
Diego Chargers, Cincinnati Cowboys t Miami Dolphins, 
Bongais, the Colts, Atlanta Washington Redskins and 
Falcons, New York Jets, the Benguis again with a 
Chicago Bears, Green Bay pick acquired,from New 
Packers, Minnesota England .-- which in turn 
Vikings, Buffalo Bills and got it from Los Angeles 
New Orleans Saints. Raiders as comi~t lon  
The next selection for the Raiders, siguing of 
belongs to Cincinnati Mike Haynes as a free 
Bengals, with a choice agent. 
USFL Roundup 
Oakland Invaders have 
finally stopped retreating, 
thanks to Eric Jordan, a 
little-used running hock. 
The rookie from Purdue 
carried the ball 13 times for 
186 yards and two touch. 
downs  - -  including an 8o- 
yard dash on Oakland's 
first play from scrimmage 
- -as  the Invaders beat 
Chicago BUtz 17-13 Senday 
for their first victory of the 
United States Football 
League season after nine 
losses. 
Jordan had carried only 
17 times for 10~ yards in 
Oakland's first nine games. 
But Jordan, who 
epearhoaded an Invaders 
running attack that gained 
a single-gnme USFL 
record of 300 yards, doesn't 
have to worry anymore 
about getting some playing 
time. 
"I think it's kind of hard, 
with 186 yards, to keep him 
off the field," interim head 
coach Chuck Hutohison 
said. 
In other USFL games 
Sunday, Birmingham 
Stallions beat Denver Gold 
31-14 and New Jersey 
Generals outscored 
Michigan Panthers 31-21. 
On Saturday, San Antonio 
Gunslingers edged Arizona 
Wranglers 24-23 and 
Tampa Bay Bandits 
defeated Washington 
Federals 37-19. 
Oakland used 32 carries 
to set its team record. 
Jordan, who left the 
game with a hamstring pull 
in the third quarter, got 
Oakland0ff to a flying start 
when he dashed 80 yards up 
the right sideline with 9:50 
left in the first quarter. 
Chicago tied the score 
with 12:47 left in the second 
quarter after a 90-yard 
drive, with Vagas 
Fergusan scoring from the 
one. Than Kavin Selbe] put 
the Blitz ahead 10-7 on a 24- 
yard field goal just before 
half time. 
Jordan's second touch- 
down, a 46.yard run late in 
the third quarter, put 
Oakland ahead 14-10. 
Jordan suffered a alight 
hamstring pull during the 
ran. 
Seibei and Oakland's 
I I 
i 
'Kevin Shea exchanged 
field goals to complete the 
scershg. 
Stallions 31 Gold 14 
Joe CHbbs ran for .110 
yards to become the first 
l,O00.yard rusher in the 
USFL .this: season and he 
also caught a 50-yard 
'scoring pass ,from Cliff 
Stoudt as Binninghamiwon 
at Denver for its ninth 
straight victory. . The 
Stallions now are 9-1 and 
lead New Orleans by two 
games in the Southern 
Division, while the Gold, 7- 
3, still lend the Pacific 
Division by three games. 
OenerMs 31 Panthers II 
~tarterback Brian Slpe 
ran for a touchdown and 
passed for another in a 17- 
point second quarter for 
New Jersey against 
visiting Michigan. The 
Generals' victory gave 
them an 8a record and 
moved them one. game 
behind division leader 
Philadelphia. The ~ defen- 
ding USFL champion 
Panthers are 6-4 after their 
fourth straight loss. 
PCL roundup 
I 
in the sixth inning. 
But the Guile, aided by 
Celderon, scored two runs 
in the eighth for the vic- 
tory. 
Jim Pankovlts' first- 
Inning solo homer hogan 
Tucson's romp over host 
Portland. Eddie Bonine got 
his first victory of the 
season for the Toros..The 
loss went to Jay Davisson. 
Danny Goedwin slam- 
med a two-ran homer in the 
sixth inning and drove in 
three runs to pace Tacoma 
past Albuquerque. 
Tigers' starter and 
pitcher Jeff Jones 
I 
An eighth-inning triple 
by Ivan Culderen knocked 
home the winning ran as 
Salt Lake Gulls outlasted 
North Division leader 
Edmonton Trappers i5-14 
in a Pacific Coast League 
baseball game Sunday. 
Elsewhere, South 
Division leader Tucson 
whipped Portland, 10-2, 
Tacoma bedt Albuquerque, 
9.3, Las Vegas clobbered 
Vancouver, 8-9., and 
Phoen ix  split a 
doublchander with Hawaii, 
the first game 2.1 
and losingthe second 11-5. 
In Edmonton, the Gulls 
took a 11-4 lead before the blanked the visiting Dukes 
Trappers collected 1o runs for seven innings before 
Lemmle Miller and R.J. 
Reynolds each singled in 
Albuquerque runs in the 
eighth. Dukes starter Erik 
Sonber~ had the loss. 
A third-inuing homer by 
Rick Lanceilotti 
highlighted Lea Vegas' 
eight-hit attack against the 
Canadians at Vancouver. 
Ed WoJna allowed seven 
hits in seven innings to take 
the victory for the Stars. 
The loss went to Bob 
Gibson. 
WoJna allowed one run, a 
fifth-inning solo homer by 
Pan Koen~sfeld. Van- 
couver's econd run came 
in the eighth on Eric 
Peyton's RBI single. 
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REAL ESTATE APPRAISERS .'" 
, , . & CONSULTANTS ',', , '  
STEVE R. CULLIS 
635.5211 
BOX 441 
TERRAC£. B C. 
~ 4BI 
NEW 
MOBILE  HOMES 
on d i sp lay  In P ine  Park  
set  up, sk i r ted ,  ready  fo r  occupancy  
Energy Efficient & Affordable 
3889 Mul ler  Ave. 635-9418' 
NOR-BURD 
R.V.  REPAIRS  EPq]Q.41gq~ 
~ \ PARTS - NEW & USED I" 
," . . . . .  i' ( " ~ ALL R V. REPAIRS ,, . . . .  , a 
[/ I ( ,~ ,~ Including Insurance Claims ,' 
4759 H~ghWay 16 Wesl 635-6882 
Terrace, B.C. VeG IN3 635-6945 
RB ELECTRONICS 
Warranty Work On 
Sanyo, Fisher, Candle, York, Toshiba, 
Zen Hh, Lloyds, 
Repairs toal l  makes of 
Stereos & T.V.'s 
49M GRAHAM 638.0775 
TERRACE 
DAVID J, DEDILUKE 
BPlTISH COLUMBIA LAND SURVEYOR • 
3305 KENNEY STREET' 
TEI~RACE. B.C. V~ 3G3 
638-1449 
,L AF..'I~ <Lvt~ 
, Leam the Art of the Samvrai 
 ELF-I>EFFN(E  A .AI E. 
For 
FOR LEASE 
Commercial or Warehouse Space 
At the corner of Kelth, Kenney & Pohle 
--three units, 1737 sq. ft. each with store fronts. 
---one unit, 1800 sq. ft. with store front. 
---one unit, 951 sq. ft., with 14x14 overhead oor. 
Call DAVE McKEOWN 
635-7459 
,Cabinetry" 
[)'~'~/~,4,~ ~ (604) 638-1437. " " , 
D&D CATERING 
635-9297 
• • • Wed&ngs Banquets Parties 
Book now for that Spring 
. o r  Summer event. 
'V  ;" • ?. ' . :  , "2 . :  
7 ;  "' r ~ ;  '--~: . ~." 
Specialists Handled 
All Instruction by certified ; lack ~ Promptly 
MII ,  3222 Munroe Street, 
--Will red~e stress 
--Will Increase sell confidence 
--Proven effective In sell detente GLASS 
Tuesday T Fridays/:3Dam lO:OOpm ~ N  
Call 638.0463 ~Ttt ~, K TERPRISE 
TERRACE K IT IMAT 
630 1166 632.4741 
I 
i,formation on running your ad in the business 
directory c !i 635-6357 
l o l l  ............................................... 
t 
dal l  hera ld  : SecOnd Section 
" S 
: Hurly-burly days It , Winnipeg 
L~"  ' 
WINNIPEG (~)  ' ~-- through town on trains. The old walker Theatre, Vancouver became tim 
~cture t~:  Opera, ~et  
night, three NeW. York 
stage productlona' .week 
and a steady parade of top' 
Vaudeville acts. .~ 
• Theatrical " fare,: In 
London or Paris? No .-- 
Wil~ipog, 1911. ! 
I n  those hurlY:b=ly 
days, ~ young city ~VaS a
culturid, oasis,, plopped 
down on a vast and thinly 
populated .f lai led .smack 
In the geographical cenire 
of Canada. 
Countless arts groups  
drifted 'In and out Of town 
along with now sottlei's and 
construction workers  
heading west. ' 
Some say the good 'days 
are long gone, but others 
contend that Winnipeg's 
cultural life in the 1980s in 
thriving. 
ON CIRCUIT8 
Reg Shone, a cultural 
historian, asya that during 
the early 1900s Winnipeg 
was Inevitably on the 
circuits of firSt-rate 
With th•e greatest of ease ... I t 's  al l  up in  the a i r  on " the  Yoyo . "  Hot American theatre • com- 
panies and vaudeville 
dogs, cotton candy, dizzying r idesand games of chance lured residents groups as they swung west 
to the  Lions' Club carn iva l  held F r idaytoSunday  inTer race•  from Chicago lind St. 
Louis. 
" ed  wiunipe8 stages aw the A long ourn ' likes of Charlie Chaplln and -rn : son  Sarah Bernhardt, and 
some historians say the 
rn  young city .had unlikely returns fro the dead benefa©torstothank:..the burgeoning railways. '" 
Skene says it was, in 
Part, a simple matter of TORONTO (CP) - -  Aline said' she went to  army and living in ,logistics. 
Belleville, Ont., when the Winnipeg was the neck of 
baby was hem. the railways' funnel hr the 
"Because they .told me Prairies . and British 
the baby  had died,, I Columbia, and in those pre- 
thought it was better not to jet days • just about 
tell my husband that he'd everything and everybody 
hada son. My husband ied heading west - -  including 
In 1965, never knowing travelling shows - -  crone 
about Leonard." 
l~,orty-foer years ago, Aline 
Deacon was told her baby 
son had died. 
On Sunday, the long- 
mourned son wrapped his 
arms around his mother's 
neck and cried. 
"It took me 44 years but I 
finally found my mother," 
says Leonard Parent. "It's 
visit her son in an Ottawa 
foundling home two ,weeks 
after his birth. There, she 
was told he had died. 
She returned home 
brokenhearted. 
"I WaS so sad. I'd never 
evun been able to give him 
a name." 
Two years later, she 
l ikea miracle." married the baby's father 
The miracle is still a and the couplemoved .to 
shock for Aline, who Toronto. Aline had two 
always grieved that she more sons - -  Patrick 
never even had a chance to Leonard : and Joseph 
nadie he~ ~I~k|-b0rii.~d. William;, Tit0me names 
............. " ' I 'm"st t l l l t tmt~- that  ' p rov[de- '~ther  ¢0hi. 
he's alive," she said. eidenceslnceherflrst.bom 
was named Leonard 
Joseph Parent at the 
• foundling home. 
Leonard was handed 
over to a foster family in 
Ottawa, where he spent he 
first I9 years of bis life. As 
a young boy, he sald, he 
used to fantasize about his 
real mother. 
At 19, Leonard moved .to 
Toronto and soon after 
married his childhood 
sweetheart, Diane. 
Last year, Leonard 
decided to make inquiries 
at the Children's Aid 
Society In Ottawa. 
An official in Ottawa 
contacted her Toronto 
counterpart, who put a 
small notice in a 
newspaper here for In- 
formation on Aline Parent2 
The ad was spotted by 
the sister-in.law of one of 
Aiine's other sons, 
At the time, Aline was In 
hospital recuperating from 
a stroke. In late February, 
she was told about 
Leonard. 
"I couldn't believe It," 
she said. "I still can't 
believe it." 
Aline said she has spent 
the most of. the last month 
getting to Imow her son and 
her three new grand- 
children. 
.She eaid her husband 
"~tas  they told me first, I 
Just couldn't believe It. 
They'd always told me he'd 
died.,, 
Equally amazing is that 
for several years, mother 
,and son had lived on the 
same street,, just blocks 
apart. "We probably 
passed each other on the 
.street all the time," said 
Leonard. 
And without Imowing it, 
Leonard worked for four 
years at the same Toronto 
plant as his youngest 
brother, PatrIvk. 
"Before that, Patrick 
used to work as a walter In 
a hotel where I always used 
to go and drink," says 
Leonard. "He probably 
served me my meals[" 
FATHER INTERVENES 
The strange ~tory began 
in 1940 when Aline Parent, 
an umnarried, 16-ynar-old 
girl, gave birth to a baby 
boy in Ottawa Civic 
Hospital. The secend-oldest 
surviving child In a family 
of ~, .Aline had been 
persuaded by her father to 
g ive  the  ch l ldup  for 
adoption. 
"I didn't want to put him 
up for adoption," she said 
Sunday as she sat in the 
l i v~ room of Leonard's 
home In nearby 
Mtssisanuga. "I didn't feel 
very good about it, but 
everyone told me it was the never know about he firpt 
best _tiring_to ~."_ . . . . . . .  child because he was in the 
All 
.bou, PEOPLE 
'Winn/pe~ was the only 
city between Windsor, 
Ont., and Vancouver that 
• served as a northern ter- 
mInus fol' the .booming 
American railways. 
WAS GATEWAY 
, "Wionip~g was the. 
gateway to what the 
Americans cal led the 
Great Northwest," said 
Skene. "Winnipeg con- 
Sidered itself at that point 
of being very much part of 
the American Midwest." 
To strengthen that tie, C. 
P. Walker, a North Dakota 
theatre entrepreneur, 
established a Red River 
Valley theatrical eircult 
• .with its head office in 
Winnipeg. 
cultural;y, 
which stands today as the 
Odeen Theatre afew blocks 
from the main railway 
station, "housed an opera 
every night, would have 
three. Now York produe- 
liens a week through most 
of the season and visiting 
stock companies through 
the whole summer as well 
as vaudeville," said Skene. 
As Winnlpog grow as a 
transportatton a d service 
centre, people began 
comparing it economieally 
with Chicago and its fan- 
workofrall Lines at the foot 
of Lake Michigan. 
"And not ouiy was 
Winnipeg certain it was 
going to become another 
Claicoge but. In fact, 
Top students 
at Thornhill 
roll students' are: 
Micheile Strumecki, 
Helen Hamel, Diana 
Pend lebury ,  Er ika 
Tyche, Colin Dow, 
Christa Kulkas, Kurt 
McCarron,  Steven 
Keiver, Arlene Wandl. 
Honorable mentiou was 
awarded to Wands Chay, 
Debbie Gygor, Mariarma 
Halts. 
. The grade 10 honor roll 
students are: Hester 
Flew;n, Kelly Jackson, 
Krista Tyeho, Denise 
Therrien, Todd Young. 
Those who received 
honorable mention are: 
Eddie Faber, Ann Price, 
Steven Basaraba, Barry 
Kilgren, Nicole Mer- 
cereau. 
This year 22 Thorshili 
Junior Secondary School 
students are on the honor 
roll, meaning they are In 
the top nine per cent of 
the student population at 
their school. 
Also at Thornhill, 11 
students were awarded 
honorable mention. 
The grade eight honor 
roll students are: Comiie 
Hansen,  Dav,  id  
Weismi l le r ,  Amber 
Ogden, Colin Brehaut, 
Mark Bentley, Robert 
Mereereau ,  Ani ta  
Ziegler~ Trina Radford. 
Those• who received 
honorable mention are: 
Menno Jongsma, Tracy 
Lefebvre, Karen Mac- 
dona ld . . , .  
In grade nine, the honor 
people in 
Winnipeg were aeein~ what main,port of retry for the 
people In Chicago were West, ~ off a lot of 
seeing." Winnipeg's traffic and 
DREAM DIED sending many of its 
econem~e hopes into a 
But the dream of a new .taikpln.. 
Chicago on the CanaQlun 
Prairies was short-lived, Times were also 
killed' in part by the ~an$1ng in the theatre, as 
completion in 1914 of the vaudeville and theatr/cal 
Panama Canal ~ the greup~ amalgamated and 
Atlantic and Pacific ,put their money Into 
oceans, motion pictures. 
Jump'Rope for Heart Is on edu~ and 
fund rslslng progrmn spommced by the B.C. 
Medical Aasod~tlon to benefit the ~httish 
Columbia Heart Foundation. 
II involves: 
• Introducing pr~islon rope eklpoIng as a co- 
educalionnl i lness training technique. 
• Teaching heart and circulatory heath educs- 
llon and informal;on. 
• Voluntary parlidpation in a fund rai~ng ovonl 
to sup~rt research and Informational 
programs. 
Fashion designer Bm BIn,  is likely to be the best. 
dreseM man at the commencement ceremonies for 
Indiana Univereity-Purdue University at Fort 
Wayne, Ind. 
The designer, a Fort Wayne native who never 
finished college, will receive an honorary doctorate 
,May O, 
Blaes left Fort Wayne during the Second World 
War, then began designing women's clothing In Now 
York City. He now owns Bill Blase Ltd., which 
designs everything from men'~ suits to color 
sehem~s for ~he interior of luxury automobiles, 
Walt~r Crmddte, long-time anchorman for CBS 
News, ia retired, but his influence in the world of 
journalism continues. 
Arizona State University's journalism depart. 
merit is being renamed ~he Walter Cronkite School 
Journalism and Telecommunications. 
Cronklto is scheduled this fall to present the first 
Walter Crecklto Award for "ExoeUence in J~r -  
nalism and Telecommun/catlon t  WHHam Paley, 
founder and chairman of CBS, and to Frank 
Stanton, a CBS president emeritus. 
one a line lo ve  
the cost of raising 
a family. 
) / ,  • . , 
ii ~' - ..... ~: : :  ~/:/:~:':~ :i:/:,i,',; " ~ . ,~: i / ;~:~: ~;ii ~ 
wcs¢crr, mcs children for just $25,OO 
when they travel with an adult family member. 
T 
ake the children with you - Padfic 
Western makes it all po,~ible with 
this super ecom)mical .special fh~! 
"ii~avel between May 22 and ~'ptcm- 
bar 8 Inclusive. Fly to any one of Pacific Wc,'st- 
ern's more than 40 Ioeations in Wc,'stern Can- 
ads. linjoy the extra trips you can now afford 
becau,~2 your kids can fly fi)r just $25.(H) each 
way W~II even make your trip more afford- 
abh: at the other end becau.~ yott t~m rent ;t 
(:ar for as low as $159.(X) a wec.k with 1,050 
frc'e kilometers fn)m lludget Itent-A.Car 
when yof fly with lost 
I lint: (;all your travel agent or Pacific Wc.'stern 
at 638-0221 m)w he(.'ati..~L..~';tts are limited 
I)RI3878 
and hi these h)w priccs they'll g6 lhst! iucludcd, •Budget cars subject O av'.,ihibility 
Ik'cau~' this fhrc is such a big ,~|ving, you'll :It particip.'lting Budget locations. ;Cars must 
understand that :l few limitations :in.. notes- |~, rt.'sc~,ed ;It;cast 24 ;1ours prior fu t~ntaL 
sary • (:hildn:n mst be I~.'twee. the :lges ¢)f Rates tit} not inclnde gas, t;ixes, or illstlrance, 
2-14 tll¢ltlSIve. •Chlldn..n tntlst I'M.' acc¢)nz|l:in. 
k~l byan ,idult fi, mily mcnd~er - nlaxinlLml I 
cilild per ;IdtlJl. • Adults nl;ly tnwel on tiny ,'ill. 
plic:ibh." f;t~' up to 35% di,,~.'otmt. Children's 
tickets are Stibjt'ct o tilL" mUlle rtlles and rt'gu. 
latious its :lpply It) tile apl)lic:lble adult I~tl't'. 
• Adults' iIIKI childrc'n's tickets 111tl,~l I)t' pur. 
c'h:l.~'d :it thc.~mle tinle :rod children's ttekets 
:in.' non rcfuttdabh.,. • Subjct't to gow.'rnntLtnt 
:tppnwal. •'lhlvel must Ix, completed by ,~p- 
tembcr 8, 198.i, • 'lh, m,q)ort:.ion taxes not The Compet i t ion  is the one,  
o. .  
" I  
i , i ,  / t 
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I Commu'nit 9 1 Communit.9 I Communit.~ ! Communlt9 ~ I Communlt9 
Service~ Services Services Services Se~vice's 
I I I 
TERRACE HOMEMAKER THE TERRACE Foster 
SERVICES provides Parents Association meets 
assistance with household - the" fourth Tuesday of each 
management and dally mbnth a t  Northwest 
Community College. We are 
a support .group for foster 
parents. If you would like to 
talk to us please call Bey 
635.3248, Jacqule 635-6727, 
Trean 635.2865. 
(pp3-1une2984) 
GAY CONNECTION 
Sundays, 7-10pro 638-1362. 
living activities to aged, 
:handicapped, ; con- 
:valescents, chronically III, 
etc. 4.530 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 1P4. 
Phone 635.5135. 
(l~d.30nov) 
TER R,~CE PRO-LIFE 
Education Ass'n. Is 
c~ncernad with upholding 
tl~ right to life of the (plXI-Nov~) 
Innocent from conception to ' WE WANT YOU to come 
and loin us, a family 
orientated group, with 
family and adult activities. 
We are a local support 
group; offering friendship, 
cornpanlonshlp and help If 
we can to families who are 
only one parent. Come and 
loin us the One Parent 
Families Assocletlon of 
Canada. For Information 
l~1one Bee 635-3238 or Judy 
638.1935 Or write Box .372 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 2B5. 
(ppd-131ule4) 
PARENT'S-IN-CRISIS A 
self.help group for parents, 
seeking to chsnge 
destructlve • patbrns of 
child-rearing. Weekly 
meetings. Telel0hone crlsl.s 
fine. 635.5566 or write to 
P.O. Box 494 Terrace, B.C. 
(ppd4.2Oiune) 
INDEX 
natural death. Active and 
supporting members 
welcome. Phone Roberta 
635-7749 or Mark at 635-5841. 
(ppd-301une.84.) 
CANADIAN PARENTS for 
French (Terrace Chapter) 
N~Ithly meeting Is hold 
every last Wednesday of 
every month "at 6:00 p.m. at 
the Kill K'Shen stetfroom. 
F~r more Information call 
Cathy at 635-2151 or Sue at 
635.~6~1. 
: (plxlS.291une) 
KSAN HOUSE Is' 
available to women and 
children who have been 
physically or mentally 
abused. If you need a 
safe temporary refuge 
carl the HELP line 63S. 
6447. (ppd.apri130.84) 
(:ommunlty Secvi¢os ~J Services 
Coming Events 24 Sltuetiuns Wanted 
Notices 211 TV & Stereo 
Informetlon Wanted 29 MUSICal Instruments 
Births 30 Furniture & Appliances 
Eng•gements 31 Pets 
Marriages 32 Livestock 
Obituaries 33 For S•le MIs¢ellanecus 
Cord Of Thanks 35 SW•p & Trade 
In Memorium ~ Miscall•negus Wanted 
Auctions 39 Marine 
Gor•ge Sale 40 Equipment 
Personal 41 Machinery. 
• Business Pers~al  _' ' ,  . ~ 43 , .  'For Rent Miscell•nocus 
Found - . . . .  44 Progerfy for Rent 
Lost ~!'; ;~ r.:: • ~ :dis '~ ' i  "Rbom & Ooard 
Help Wanted - 47 Suites for  Rent " - 
For H i re  48 .Homes for Rent . 
FOOD FOR THOUGHT UNEMPLOYMENT INCHES AWAY CI'UB 
Soup Kltchen -- We provlde ACTION CENTRE m .We meets every Tuesday' I at  
free soup to those In need; are a non-government 6:45 p.m. in the Skeena. 
this eervlce Is provided by agency that pr.ovldes advice Health Unit. F~ !n-. 
volunteers who are and counselling to the formation call Joanna 635. 
unemployed. Donations of unemployed. Our 'sorvlces 7742 or Kathy 638.049~. 
food and money are needed ere free, If you need help -(ppd6-3]aug) 
to maintain this service, with Unemployment 
3312 Sparks Ave .  Insurance problems or , I 
10am.4pm Human Resources glve usa 2 Coming 
638-1604" call. , , 
(ppd2-30mar84) 4721 Lazelle,' " Events 
" " . Rm. 200 
TERRACEWOMEN'S 
RESOURCE CENTRE 
Drop.In centre; support 
service for '  women; 
Informatlo'n; referral; 
lending library; bookstore, 
counselling; support 
groups. 
4542 Park Avenue; 
open 12-4 p.m. weekdays 
t31-0U$ 
(ppd.7.mo.30Mar'84) 
(Backof Tilllcum Theatre) 
635.4631 
(ppd2-30mar84) 
A.A. MEETINGS 
Monday--8:30 p.m. 
(Cto~ed) 
United Church 
4907 Lazelle 
ALAN'ON MEETINGS 
Monday at Mills Memorial 
Hospital, at 8pro Phone 
Isabel 635.9359 or Gloria 635. 
5546. 
(ppd.23mar84) 
EVERY THURSDAY at .7 
p.m. in the Hospital Pysch 
Unit there is a movie on 
Alcohol and Drugs. 
Everyone welcome.. 
(ppd.14ma'y) 
49 
50 Homes for Sale 
5t Homes Wanted 
$3 Property for' Sale 
S3 Property Wanted 
54 * Business Property 
SS Business Opportunity • 
Motorcycles 
$7 Automobiles 
58 Trucks & Vans 
59 Moblle Homes 
60 Recre•tlonol Vehicles 
~63 Aircraft ,'," : 
"6a Fin~n(~!a! . .  ," ~:'. ~ ' :  
~1 Lego ., . -~,, e 
'69 . Tenders" '~ - ' " "  
CLASSf F lED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY 
20 words or less S2.00 per Insertion. Over 20 
words $ cents per word. S or more consecutive 
insertions Sl,50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS 
First Insertion cbargecI for whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad h•s boon set, 
CORRECTIONS 
Must be m•Ue before second insertion. 
Allowance can be m•de for only one incorrect 
ad. 
GOX NUMBERS 
SI.00 p ickup.  
S2.00 mailed 
CLASStFIEO DISPLAY 
Rates available upOn request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED RATE 
32 cents per agate line. Min imum ch•rge SS.00 
per insertion. 
LEGAL • POLITICAL and TRANSIENT AO. 
VERTISING 
37 cents per line. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS 
SS.00 per line per month. On a minimum four 
month b•sls• 
'COMING lV INTS • 
For N~.Prof i t  Organizations. Maximum $ days 
insertion prior to event for no charge. MuSt he 25 
words or less, typed, end submitted to our office., 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY 
NOOn two d•ys prior to publication d•y. 
CLASSIPlEO 
11:00 o,m. on day previous to d•y of publication 
Mondey to Friday. 
ALL  CLASSIFIED CASH WITH ORDER oth~tr 
than BUSINESSES WITH AN ESTABLISHED 
ACCOUNT. 
Service cherp  Of Is.Do on Oft N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS 
NO charge provided news submitted within one 
month. . 
BOX 3119, Ten'oco~ | .C,  Home Delivery 
VllO 4B4 Phone 638-40N 
CLASSI FI eo  ANNOUNCEMENTs 
Notices 6,00' 
Births 6..00 
Engagements 600 
Merrlages 6,00 
Obituaries 600 
Card of Thanks 6,00 
In Memorlum 6.00 
• pver 60 words, 5 cents each •ddlt lon•l  word. ' 
PHONE 635'6357 --  ' Cl•ssifled Advertising 
Oed•rtmenf, 
SUBSCRIPTION RATES 
El f  stairs October t, 1980 
Single COpy ~c  
By Carrler mth.S3.S0 
By Carrier year 36,00 
By Mail  3 mths. ~S.0~ 
By M•l t  6 mths. 3S.00 
By M•it  I yr.38.00 
Senior Citisen I yr. 30,00" 
British Commonwealth •nd United States of 
America t yr. 65.00 
The Herald reserves the r ight to classify ads 
Under •ppropriate headings •rid to wt .  r•tes 
therefore and to determine page locetlon. 
The Herald reserves the r ight t• revise, edit, 
classify or reject any •dvertisement and to 
retain any •nswers directed to the Her•ld Box 
Reply Service and to repay the customer the sum 
paid for the advertisement end box rental. 
BOX replies on " 'Hold" instructions not picked up 
within tO days of expiry of an advertisement wi l l  
be destroyed unless mail ing instructions ore 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are 
requested not to send originals of documents to 
aVOid 10aS. All c laims of errors In advertisements 
must be received by the publisher within 30 d•ys 
after the first publicahen." 
It iS agreed by the advertiser requesting space 
that the l iabil ity of the Her•ld In the event of 
failure to publish err adve~isement or in•the 
event of •n  error •pbeering I'~ the odv'crtls<menI 
~$ ~uOltShed shell be l imited to the amount paid 
by Ihe advertiser for only one incorrent insertion 
for the portion of the edver rising space occupied 
by the incorrect or omitted item only, •nd that 
there sh•l l  be no l iabi l i ty to any extent greater 
than the amount p• ld  for such advertising. 
Advertisements must comply wi th  the British . 
Columbl• Hum•n Rights Act which prohibits •ny 
8dvsrtlsing that discriminates ag•inst •ny 
parson because of his race, religion, tek, color, 
notlonelity, ancestry or pasteL Of origin, or 
because his age IS between 44 and 65 years, 
unless the condition is justified by • bone fide 
[ .eq~irement for the work involved. 
TERRACE d 
KITIMAT 
h- 
¢lo.ified Mail.in Form 
• YoJr Ad . . . . . . . . . ,  . . . . . , . . . . . . , . . , .  ,o , . . .  , . . ,  . I , . , . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . ,  
' ' ' ' "  ''''-,...............~t.....~...,..o., . . i .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . , . , . .  
Name . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Address .. . .  , . . . . . . .  . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Town . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Phone No. of Days.  . . . . . . . .  
Classification ................................... Send ad along with 
cheque or money order to: 
20 words or less: S2 per day PAl LY'HERALD 
S4.50 for three consecutive days 
3olo Kalum St. 
$6 for four consecutive days ' Terrace, B.C. 
.S7.50 for five consecutive days VBG 2M7 
Tuesday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Open Speaker) 
Sacred Heart Church 
4830 Straume 
Wednesday--8:30 p.m. 
(Women's Closed) 
Hospital Psych Unit 
Thursday-- 8:30 p.m. 
(Closed) 
Hospital Psych Un.lt 
Friday--8:30 p.m. 
(Open) 
Kermode Friendship Centre 
3313 Kalum 
Saturday--8':30 p~m. 
(Open) 
Hospltel Psych unit 
Sunday--S:30 p.m. 
(Men's ClOsed) 
Ang Icon Church 
Basement 
4726 Lazelle 
24 hrs. --638-8195 
(ppd.31July84) 
TERRACE & 
DISTRICT 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES 
635.3178 
4530 L.akeJse Ave. r, 
I 
$1.50 BROWN" BAG 
SALE, Mills Memorial 
. Hgspltal Auxiliary Thrift 
Shop. Saturday, May Sth 
11am to 4pm. Clothes for 
the Whole Family. ~544 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace. 
(ncg.4may) 
' THE ANNUAL 
MEETING of the Kit. 
sumkalum Ski Club will 
be held Monday, Apr!130,: 
1984 at.7:30 p.m. In the 
Library Meeting Room. 
Reports wil l  be  
presented on the Nancy 
2 Coming 
Events 
I 
THE TERRACE 
Women's Jr. Chamber of 
Commerce sponsor~i by 
the Terrace Jeycees 
wishes to announce the 
next orgenlzetlonal 
meeting at:3238 Kalum 
above  E legance  
Fashions. Entrance on 
Kalum Ave. Tues, May: 
1st 7pro. For further 
Information contact 
Donna 638.8014 after 
• 6pm. 
(nca-lmay) 
THE E.T. KENNEY 
PARENTS Group 
General Meeting will be • 
held on April 30, at 7:30 
p.m, "Assistant Supt. of 
Schools,. Sk!p Bergsma 
wl l f  discuss the 1984 
budget. 
~ (nc-30apr) 
NOTICE:: To all :people 
who have hearing 
disabilities.. 
The Terrace Support 
Greene, Bantam• and Group for the Hearing 
Alpine Racing program. Impaired would like fo  
New Directors will be : Install a hearing 
elected. Nominations 
must be presented to the 
Secretary In writing 
before commencement 
of the meeting. 
: (ncS.30apr) 
r' 
• NAT IONAL ARTS 
CENTRE Orchestra 
appears Sat. May 12, 8 
p.m. at REM Lee 
Theatre. Program in. 
cludes Rossini, Mozart," 
Scliafer, Mendelssohn. 
Obtain advance tickets 
Carter's Jewe.llers, 
Skeena Mall 88 student- 
seniors, $10 adults. 
IMAGES OF RIBBON N 
Blues all native fashion 
show and diiiher ~ wli ibe 
..... ALTERNATE " held In coniun(:tlon with 
the Kermode Friendship 
EDUCATION Society's annual general 
COMMUNITY meeting to be held at 3313 
WORKS Kalum Street on 26 May 
19 , starting at .~,.,. 3pm. 
CONSUMER New members are 
assistance'system in the 
REM Lee Theatre. We 
have. information to 
share with you and need 
your Input. Come to a 
meeting at: Community 
Service Building (old 
Forestry Bldg.) on 
Lakelse, Wed. May 2, 
7pm. Phone Rose 635. 
9036. 
(ncS.2may) 
ANNUAL MEETING of 
Northwest Development 
Education Association, 
Thurs. May 3 7:30 p.m. 
Carpenters Hall, Sparks 
Street. 
(nc-3may) 
. . . . . .  i - i  ...... i 
3 
Notices 
I 
NOTICE 
COMPLAINTS OFFICER 
& DEBT 
COUNSELLOR 
635.12S6 
MEALS-ON.WHEELs 
635-3178 
NORTHWEST ALCOHOL & 
DRUG COUNSELLING 
638.8117 
SKE ENA YOUTH 
WORKS INCENTIVE 
welcome and election for Is hereby given that the 
the board of directors Skeena Federal Liberal 
will also be taking place. Riding Association ~NIII 
Please phone 635.4906 for held a general meeting 
further Information. for the purpose of 
(no4may) electing Delegates and 
Alternate Delegates 'to 
the  National Leadership 
Convention of the Liberal 
Party of Canada to be 
held in Ottawa, June 14. 
17, 1984 as follows: PROGRAM (SYWIP) 
635-5778 
NOTICE Annual general 
meeting of the Terrace 
Cerebra l  Pa lsy  
Association. The Annual 
General Meeting of the 
Terrace Cerebral Palsy Date: Saturday, May 5, 
Association will be held 1984 
June 5th, 1984 at the Time: 2:0Op.m. 
Ter race  Ch i ld  Place: Prince Rupert 
Development Centre, Public Library 
.2510 South Eby Terrace, (Audio Visual Room) 
B.C. The purpose of.the 101.6th Ave. West 
meeting wil l  be the Prince Rupert, B.C. 
election of the board of E L E C T I O N O F 
directors for the 1984.85 DELEGATES AND 
SPEC!AL SERVICES 
TOCHILDREN 
635-7087 
TERRACE 
HOMEMAKERS 
63.5.5135 
TERRACE RE:CYCLING year and submission of 
635-7271 the Annual Report. in 
order to exercise the 
VOCATIONAL SUPPORT right to vote, persons 
& LIVING SKILLS must be of legal ,age as 
635.7863 defined by the Province 
( ~ of British Columbia and 
;,,,,,~,,.,IPt~alA~ be a member In good 
. . . . .  ~ . . . . .  standing at least thirty 
JUDO CLUES For iunlor 7. days prior to the date of 
the Annual General 
Meeting. A member 
must pay the mere. 
bershlp fee of $2.00 30 
days prior to the date of 
the Annual General 
Meeting for entitlement 
to view. 
FAMIL IES '  ARE 
FOREVER Open house 
7:30-9 p.m. May 11, 1984 
at 1744 Kenworth We're a 
family affair We're the 
Mormans. 
(ncS.lmay) 
THERE WILL BE a 
Creative Writing Mini. 
workshop for adults and 
young adults conducted 
by Canadian writer Joan 
Weir In the Public 
Library on May 1 from 
14 years. Ju;Jitsu for adult. 
For more Information call 
635.9316 and 635-9556. 
('p3-30may) 
PROGRESSIVE CON- 
SERVAT!VE Association of 
Skeena. Information 
Memborshlps. Phone 638. 
1206. , (pB-31aug04i 
ARE YOU PREGNANT 
worried, thinking of an 
abortion? We at Birthright . 
• would like to offer you our 
support and friendship. 
Free confidential 
pregnancy tests aveltabte. 
TIIIIt:um Butkllng 4721 Suite 
201 Lazelle Ave. Office' 
hours Mon. to Prl. from 9am 
to 11am Saturday 9am to 
1pro Phone 635.3907 anytime 
(plxl.lune~) 
SEXUAL ASSAULT HELP 
LINE k15.4042 A 24hr. line 
for support and Information 
for victims of sexual 
assaUlt. Office location: 
No.2-3238 Kalum Street, 
Open 9.4, Nkm.Frl. 
(imcl.sorl130-84) 
PLEASE SUPPORT ,. 
(Y (  alxp 11 
Weir will be available to 
comment on them. 
(ncS.lmay) 
20th ANNUAL Arts 
Crafts and Hobby Show 
Sat. May Sth 10am.9pm; 
Sun. May 6th 10am.Spin. 
et Caledonle Secondary 
School. Arts, crafts, 
food, entertainment. 
(noamay) 
ALTERNATES 
The Association Is en. 
titled to elect 7 Dolegates 
and 7 Alternate 
Delegates. In each case 
(delegates and ~lte)'. 
nares) 2 of those elected 
must be women and 2 of 
those elected must be 
youths (25 years of age 
or under). 
PRESIDENT 
Rhode Wltherly 
1'609 Overlook St, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
V8J 2C7 
Tel: 624.9043 
SECRETARY 
Anne Kerey 
Box 40 
Kltwenga, B.C. 
V0J 2AO 
Tel: 849.5381 
(eccil.4may) 
!1  Auctions 
EARN EXTRA MONEY 
the "Fuller Brush" way.. 
7:30.9pm. Bring personal ~ Call Rebecca Phone 635. 
manuscripts as Mrs .  3328. 
(pS.4mey) 
!* cu j 
12 G~mge 
Sale 
I '  i I 
GARAGE SALE--Flea 
Market-. Thornh l l l  
Primary Schobl". Sat. 
May S 10am.2pm Raffle 
draw, door prizes, 
rummage, . concession, 
bedd!ng plants, bake an( 
T.shlrt table, crafts. I
Table rental $10.00 i~er i 
table. Sell your own~ 
wares. For further In.I 
formation contact 635-1 
7066, 63S-3877. / 
(pl0"4may ! 
14 Business • 
Personal 
TOTAL BUSINESS SER-• 
~/ICES 24 hr. Answering 
Service, Typing, Paging, 
• Photocopying Alarm 
m~It0rlng'. 3238 Kalum St. 
Phone 638-8195. 
(accT.mar.tfn') 
FILTER QUI~EN 
Sales & Service 
Phooe 
63,5-7096 
AL TOOVEY 
FURNACE REPAIR 
Phone 635-7524 
(Eft) 
D .L .G .  PORTER 
CHARTERED AC- 
COUNTANT, Trustee In 
bankruptcy, receiver, 
l iquidator. 209.4650 
Lazelle Ave., P.O. Box 
888, Terrace, B.C. VaG 
4R2. 638.0361, 63.5.5702. 
(p20-38mey) 
19 Help 
Wcmted 
'1'1 
!MANAGE Rm 
MANAGERESS ...... 
required for card e~ 
gift shop. Prefer recent 
retail management 
15 
Found 
A~,EEMALE German 
Shepherd •cross puppy . 
10.12 weeks old. Found 
near the library, April 
24th. Leave a message 
for Pat at 638.0220 
mornings or evenings. 
• (ncS.2mey) 
16 Lost 
WHITE LONG haired 
cat with Siamese paints, 
missing from Copperslde 
Estates. Very special 
pet. reward. Phone 638, 
0248 mornings. 63S.9272 
after 1:30 p.m. 
(p3.2may) 
exper ienc e . Sen© 
resume to: Box 1484 c.c 
Terrace.Kltlmat ~Dalll 
Herald. P.O. Box 398 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 4E4 
' 1 (accS:2maY 
I I  
RESIDENTIAL.• 
RELIEF COUNSELOR• 
Terrace Association for 
the Mentally Retarded 
• has Immediate openings 
for two relief counselor 
positions at the Skeana 
Residence. 
DUTIES: Duties'wil l  
IncJude same skill In. 
s t ruc t lon  and  .... 
decumentatl0n, 
supervision of up to four 
mentally handlcapped 
adults In • residential 
setting, and social. 
vocational counseling on 
a one to one basis or In a 
small group setting. 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
Preference will be given 
to applicants with Grade 
XII education, sup- 
plemented by some 
professional training or 
experience In the Human 
Services field. : 
Please contact' Bill 
Tasker, Service Coot. 
dlnetor, at 638.1782 or 
deliver esume to skeena 
Re31dence 2818 Sparks 
St., Terrace. 
(eccS.lmay) 
CANADIAN Summer 
Reso;'t Employment 
Opportunity Information 
Approx. 850 potential 
employers I!sted across 
Ca0ada; Qetalls, ,Jn:,:, 
formation' etc. Send.? 
stamped envelope to 
In ternat iona l  Em- 
ployment Service, Box 
429, Lumby, B.C. V0E 
2G0. 
(p20-18may) 
I 
22 For 
Hire 
J 
19 Help 
Wanted 
MATURE WOMAN TO 
WORK nights, holidays, 
weekends. Rate $5.00.hr. 
Apply Twin City. Meats. 
633.1312. 
(p10-emey) 
SECRETARY required 
for delng general office 
duties. Collections a 
must. Apply to: Elec. 
trolux Canada, 4719 
Lakelse Ave.,' Terrace, 
B;C. 
(eccS.4may) 
KrSAN HOUSE 
SOCIETY requires a ~.  
ordlnator for K'San 
Trans i t ion  House, 
Terrace, B.C. (pert.time 
position 20 hours per 
week). Salary: sg.Ts.hr, 
The co.ordlnator Is 
responsible for staff 
supervision, councei!lng 
residents, ' community 
Ilason and other~relafed 
administrative ' dutieS: 
For more Information 
please call 635.6447. 
Please forwaf:d all 
resumes, no later than 
"A"  TICKETED• 
JOURNEYMAN 
ELECTRICIAN 
No jobs to small, all IO~ 
considered. Very 
reasonable rates. Phone 
638.1762. 
i ' (P20"2may) 
23 
Services 
II I 
FREE 120 Career Gulde 
shows yBu how to train at 
home for 205 top paying 
full end part time Jd)s, 
Grenton Institute (Dept. 
1-25) 1055 West Geergle 
S t reet  No .2002 
Vancouver. Call (60,1) 685. 
8925 today. 
(acc9 .  
2,3,9,!0,16,17,23,24,30) 
30 Furniture & ; 
Rppllances 
2 DEEP-FREEZERS 
S2S0 each, washer & 
dryer 8300 or S175 each, 
dlnetts set MOO, 2 beds 
$50 each, T.V; S7S. Cal l  
635.5679 for more In. 
formation. 
(p4.imay) 
I '31 
!l 
I 
REGISTERED GEl -  May 4th, 1984, to: K'San 
House Society, c.o 2506 :, MAN SHEPHERDS, 
Kerr  Street, Terrace, puppies ava i lab le  
shortly.~ Males and 
females, with paper.i, 
shots etc. t300. Also two 
.males available forstud 
sorvlce, black & ~an or 
sable. For more in. 
formation cell 635-3826 or 
635.4084. 
B.C. VeG 2K3. 
(ecCS.4may) 
UNEMPLOYED, 
Teacher, certified in 
B.C.? Phone 635.4659, 
3:30.4:30. 
~' (pl0.gmay) 
!MMme~ml, 
, . ' . ,  - 
illiicellaneou8 
FO.R  SA L E--- I 
PRE-BUILT - ' ' '  i 
GREENHOUSES $125J 
and up Phone 638.1768 i 
after 6pro. , __  i 
• (p12-30spr)~ 
FOR SALE--1 Kerosene 
heater. Like new. Fald 
L~)0. Asking $100. Phone 
635-4553. • 
(ncS.4mny) 
I HAWKE SEAFOODS 
Spec:lall]~lng in. fresh 
prawns. Inseason cod, 
Octopus, snails, live 
crab, halibut, nnd 
shrimp. 1928 Bchslen 
Cree. 
(p20-9may) 
i r 
38,  wanted- 
mlgcellaneous 
I I 
WANTED--  Cerlng 
home for 14 year old, 
mixed V~.Tennesse 
Walker gelding. Tack 
Included; Owner away at 
College. Call 638-8347. 
(p5-4may) 
i ii i 
39 
mar ine  
I 
FOR SALE.--~ 33 ft. 
rlverhoat, flbreglass 
over plywood and 
polyehylene bottom, 
fron t steering,. 60HP 
Mercury motor, tendem 
trailer' end some extras. 
Must be Seen to be ep- 
predated. Phone 635. 
2748. 
(pS-3may) 
FOR SALE-- 22 ft. cabin 
cruiser. Mechanically 
good. Rebuilt leg. 
Bulkhead sounder, tabs. 
Stereo. $10,000. Phone 
635.4388. 
(pl.lmey) 
EXCELLENT 20' 
RIVERBOAT with 50HP 
Mercury el.~ heavy duty 
trdller. LIf~'Tackef~;etc;., 
$2,~ .~m: .Fh~/e~-~ .... 
3873, 
[p3-2mey) 
i i 
43 For Rent 
misc.  
FOR •RENT-- Cement 
forms. Cull 638.1396. 
(stfn) 
I 
47 Suites 
for Rent 
ONE & TWO BEDROOM 
Apts. Good rates. Colt 
manager any time for 
appolntmmt to view. Phone 
635-4547. 
(ecc21dec.tfn) 
i 
KEYSTONE 
APARTMENTS 
UNDERNEW 
. MANAGEMENT 
1,'2, and 3 bedroom 
suites available. 
SIm¢lous & dean. 
Extras include: Heat, 
hot water, laundry 
tecllltles, storage locker. 
& perking. References 
mulred ns of Feb. 144. 
Plons~ phone 635-5224. 
(acc2Slan-ffn) 
LARGE 1 BEDROOM 
apartment sltua~d In 
Thor~hill. $250 per 
month plus utilities. Also 
need roommate for 
shared house. Phone 635- 
2315. 
(p5-4mey) 
II t 
ONE BEDROOM & 
bache lor•  su l tes .  
Avallublu Immedla~ely. 
Frldge & stove Included. 
Sauna & recreation 
room. 635.9023 or 635- 
S189 to view. 
(p20.23may0 
T 
TnlMULT 
PLACE 
APAmMem 
Frld~. S~,  drip*s. 
carpeting off streot 
porklnE, security 
lystsm. 
teE# ar t  Et 
Phon. mnnoger 
anytime. 
638-8245 
I 
'ONE BEDROOM suites 
Low rents. Close to town 
and shopping. Phone 63S- 
6155 days, 638.1533 to 
evenings. 
. (acc.sspt2.ffn) 
WQODGREEN 
APARTMENTS-- 1, 2 arid 3 
bedroom bpartmonts, 
Downtown Iooallty. 
Complete With dishwasher, 
fireplace, frldge, stove and 
• drapes. Undercover 
parking. Security entrance. 
Phone 635:9317. 
'(accsept12tfn). 
, t 
• / :  Till Nurlld, Monday, April 30, 1984, Pige ~.:" 
,, ..,o.,,. ps in  Big Apple are 
for R,nt . for Sale 
ri ' 
3 hits i n Edmonton 
3 BEDROOM basement 
suite. Frldge and stove, 
full carpel  Close to 
school end town. No pets. 
Phone 635.3701 8fter 
5pm. 
(pS.2may) 
SMALL 2 BEDROOM 
apt. in Thornhlll. Sell 
contained. Fridge and 
stove. Ideal for single or. 
couple. Phone 635.3166. 
View et 3727 River Drive. 
(p3.1may) 
i , 
Homes 
for Rent 
48 
4 BEDROOM house, 
fridge, stove and dish. 
washer. Curtains. $600 
month plus damage 
deposit. Available May 
1st. Call 635.5679 for 
more information. 
(p4.1may) 
FOR RENT-- 3 bedroom 
upper duplex, 1100 sq. ft. 
Frldge and stove in. 
cluded. Carport. One 
block from West End 
Store. Available June 1st 
$450 per month plus 
depeslt. No pets. Phone 
635.2643. 
(ncS.lmay) 
THREE BEDROOM 
town houses close to  
shopping centres and 
schools. Phone Terrace 
Manor 638.~41;~. 
1 BEDROOM furnished 
unit in Thornhill $235 per 
month. Phone 635.4453. 
50 Homes 
for Sale 
I 
TWO BE DROOM sterter 
home located In the 
Horseshoe area, with 
developed, large treed 
lot. To view phone 635. 
5635 after 6pm. 
(pb.lmey) 
S BEDROOM home on V= 
acre on, Skeena St., 2 
fireplaces, gerden area, 
barn, sauna, asking 
$95.,000. Phone 635-2485 
after 5. 
(pS.lmay) 
WANT PRIVACY with a 
view? We've got It, with 
a 1344 sq. ft. home on 4.6 
acre treed Int. Many 
speclel features. $99,500. 
635-5088. 
(pS.lmay) 
F'OR SALE B~ 
BUILDER 3 bedroorr 
home. Full dayllgh ~ 
basement with brlo~ 
fireplace. Location: 
4730 McConnell Phone 
635:5628. (plO.gmny)! 
GOOD ~ ST'A RTE R 
HOME 2 years old. 
Pertlally finished on ~'~ 
acre. 3 large bedrooms 
on 1750 sq. ft. main floor. 
Natural gas fired hot 
water heetlng system. 
Room for two bedrooms 
Ul~Stal~'s. Can be viewed 
at 3882,,.Mo~ontvlew or 
 =s172, : 
, . ,. (p2O.gmay) 
FOR SALE---SIx acres of • ..... , . . . . .  
land.  Creek runn ing / . /Whea~Morrowpids  "Tn Halifax, they work fllmu of }/~rilyn Monroe, 
through the middle. The tegsther a list of the movies Very dosoly with . the  Humphrey Bogart and 
frontage is cle'arecl, she,wimts for ,~lmanton's. National Film Board and Alfred Hitchesck. 
• Asking $40,000. CalI:63S. Prin~m Taestre; ~e d~.w a lot of doeumentsry But Morrow uses criteria 
7585. " - .. carefully reads Toronto stuff. Tomato is more other than audience 
(plO~9may). andNew¥orknewspapei's hd~,mturous with their reaction. Two years ago 
to see what trsnds are proEremm~ because it's she stepped midnight 
"APPROXIMATELY r being established there, a bigger city." . screenings of reek~and-roll 
acre parcel "city ,water, Her theory is that l f  a SEEKS BALANCE movies because she didn'{ 
treed on HalIlwell. fllmflopainhothcitias, it's Morrow says the reason llke the crowds such 
$46,000. Phone 638.1403. got a good chance of being the Princess has flourbhed movies drew. 
(p20-1may) papular in Ed0monton. in the last seven years, "The crowds got really 
• The l~ ' lncees  is while others have tried and rowdy and weren't that 
Eenonton's oldest' ~d f~ed,  is that it strives for a respectful of the theatre. 
' only surviving repe~ry  balance of • programming. We're an old building and 
54  0u8 i f le88  movie house. It  shows we can't take thet much Propeftg upward of 50 features a :"University students abuse." 
month, ranging from cult make up about 35 per cent BUILDING GRAND 
films to foreign films to the of our audience," she says. Located in a trendy area 
old4ime standards. "But I try to program for of Edmonton, surrounded 
FOR RENT-- 5,000 sq. -Morrow says ,what about six or saven different bychie bistros, bookstores 
ft. retail store: Located makes a repertory movie groups." sndboutiques, thePrincees 
corner of Lekelse & theatre papular in one city For example, Morrow's lain a grandly refurbished, 
often won't work in durveys how an eclectic turn.of-the-century buff- 
Emerson - best show another, mix of all-time audience ding complete with a 
windows, in town - for :'Ottawa has more favorites: Attack of the chandelier. 
'urther Information French films because Killer Tomatoes, The Blues The elegant ambience is
)hone 635-5333 during there's that diplomatic .Brothers, La Cage aux often inbizarrecontrast to 
)uslness hours, corp in the city. Vancouver folles, '/'he Grey Fox, The the queues that form in 
(ecc4.april.ffn) goes more for double-bills Party and Amtra'tian films front of the theatre. 
, • in their rap houses. . .  as well as the collected Reduced ticket prices are 
PRIME" RETAIL or  l a s t i c  
offlcespaceon3rdAve.,Prlnce Rupert .  1500 W a i t s  in  p t e n t  
square feet- goad terms 
fo Trud sag r eau mes e - f ixtures optional • loading area and alley . • 
aocess. Phone 627-8444 TORONTO (CP) - -  her plastic shower curtain restaurants or what have 
or  624-4746. There is nopostal code on strung over some fir you. I get day~ld food. 
(p10-11mey) Pauline Davis's plastic branches. Sometimes, people up here 
shelter in a ravine beside "I thanked him (for the (in a nearby hoasing 
theDon River, but the" offer of the wooden complex)invite me for i 
55 8ulineas mailman knows where she structure), but I can't use dinner. Occaslonal]y, they 
can be found. " it," she says. "It's not in give me money for food. 
Opportunlt~/ "I don't keep friends the right location, ac- "All the poople know me,. 
, very lonE," says Davis,. 41, cording tomy vision." or of me, or their children 
' ' a twice-divorced mother of Despite the primitive do. Some po~le offer me 
I I I BUSINESS FOR|  three. "People Just don't accommodation, she their fadlities for a shower 
SALE-- Established[ understand me. ' ' survived the cold winter, or laundry: So I get a '  
• ""They think I'm weird, HANDLES COI,D shower twice• a weak'and 
Jan i tor ia l  buslnessi queer.. .thatthey'dbetter A friend "br0tlght me a my laundry gete done once 
8 week." presently* grosslngll watch out or lt'll rub off on kerosene heater on And she waits, shesays, $100,000 annual ly . |  them." 
Financial statements| On May 12, Davis' will Christmas Eve and I had it for fulfilment of a vision 
available, Operations, mark the f l re t .verury  ~. ,M~_l~"~sh:~c~Y  she had inFeb~ l . t  
Inc lude  vend ing  ofmovin~intetheravinete • :1~""~ 'u~umc'mv 
mechlnes. Reply to Box draw attention to her -- agrees without a year that a child will 
1485 c-o .Terrace. oampai~ for peace and heater." do, ver a message to her that Trudeau'has received 
Kltlmat Dally Herald, Justice in theworld; Until Cl~dtmas, she her letter and petition. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. ~e  nays she's deter, heated her pup tent with Her ddldren try to un- 
V8G 4B4. mined not to leave ~t i l  candies, but later, on ex- derotand her, she says. 
Prime bflntster ~rudeau tremely cold nights, she '~hey know I have to do 
(p20-25may) acknowledges her petition used the heater, three this. They know l'm not 
for a Justice review board sleeping begs, two com- crazy. But they find it 
INCOME to develop direct lines farters, double clothing, diffleulttounderstandwhy 
between ~,m 0"~ "b -  scarves and mitts, one~.wpman fights so bard . . .  ,'%" ,"b"~'~; .~11'~..'~. ; : ,  , ~J ..~'.,:.~ : .~:sAt.. . , .~...  --Excellent earnings, d l~,e i  .tl,Te~,. ~ ..... , , , , ,  Durin~,.bea~j,,rain in to ~ in te  the system." 
s er  V,I c I p g , a ,n d ~e s l iv j~ in her third~ February, the river flooded /md'wid]e her choice of 
restocking :retail ~tore shdterineyear--redestsl  the valley and surrounded litestyle creates some 
accounts. ate through one pup tent la her tent. so she dimhod problems, it solves others. 
- -Exc i t ing  product a couple of weeks --  and into a tree. "I came here with a 
lines, recently refused the offer ,~e says ~e scavenges . weight problem. I wes 
--Training provided, by a friend of a wooden fo~ food. ebout 160pounds. Now I'm 
--Investment required, shelter in favor of keeping "I scavenge in 130." 
$9995 secured. 
--~ale or female. , IQ  taly 
112...3727. 59 mob,,e uake shakes I 
(p4.3may) Homes PERUGIA, Italy (ALP) --  cradle of art treasures and 
DEALERSHIP Mild tremors rolled .officials were inspecting 
OPPORTUNITY 2 BEDROOM mobile throuahparts of central churches and historic 
Italy today, a day after a buildings for possible 
A Dis)rlbuter of fine home for rent. Loceted In sharp earthquake injured damage. 
quality gift-souvenir Terrace. Reasoneble el)ant 100 people and left Authorities temporarily 
towels Is Interested In rent. Phone 627-7171. 3,000 people temporarily dosed the Palazzo del 
estebllshlng a dealer. (pS-2may) homeleea~ officials said. Consoli in Gubb!o, which 
ship in your area. contains paintings by 14th 
This is an excellent FOR SALE-- 1972 12'x68' No deaths resulted from century masters, because 
opportunity for persons 3 bedroom mobile .hom9 the quake that Jolted 30 of cracks and fal i l~ 
towns Sunday morning and plaster. 
who want to operate 2 storage sheds. Fenced was felt in Rome, Florence The BasLlica of St. 
from -their home, yard. Set-up and skirted 
building up a profitable in Terrace trailer court, and Naples. Francesca in Assisl was 
shaken by the quake but 
business. Appliances negotiable. Civil' defence officials officials said the famed 
Small Investment Asking $18,900. Open to sent teats and campers to Glotfl frescoes were un- 
thestrieken area, about 145 damaged. required, offers. 635.3705 (p6-2"may) kllometres north of Rome, 
Write: First B.C. The Swiss Geophysical 
Towel Co. 1979 14'X70' MANCO and authorities aid no one Centre said the quake 
Box 2070, Stn. A. deluxe, 2 bedroom, want without shelter, registered 5.9 on the 
Kamloops, B.C. V2B fireplace, 3 appllanc.es, 
7K6. carpeted S'x12'~ Insulated FJeetttoity and telephone Richter scale, "wldeh 
lines were knocked out in measures ground moUon. 
, (acc5-4may) and wired Jeey shack., the hardest-hit areas and An increase of each full 
6'x8' storage shed. ,, there was great panic," number bdieatesa 10-fold 
Asklnglng $29,000. Phone said a police officer in increasein ground motion. 
635-2691, (pl0.1may) Gubblo who declined to be 
5;n otomobiles identified. 
• 1976 12'x68' 3 bedroom In Fating, 40 Idlometres 
' mobile home. Set up in from the epicentre, 30- 
1977 TOYOTA Corola Terrace Trailer Court. year-oldpollcemsnMoreno 
Llftback. 5 speed. No 8'x10' acldltlon, 5 up- 'ru~dlxrokebothlegswhsn 
rust. Phone 635.4246. pllances, good,cenditlon, he J,mped from n third 
Asking $17,000. Phone floor window in fright, 
(pS.lmay). 638.1307 after 5pm. POllco said. 
(pl0-4mey) 
REPOSSESSIONS 1978 The quake was centred in 
chrys ler  Cordova, FOR SALE-- 12x68 Villa Monte Urbino and there 
auto., PS, PB, AM.FM Vista. 3 hedroom with were reports of partially 
stereo, Good condition. Jeey shack. Washer, collnpoed hulldings and 
Phone Terry at 632-6191 dryer, fridge, stove, craekedwalisinthe nesrhy 
between 9am & 4pm. dishwesher end micro- tom of Gubbio, Persia 
(ncc10.11mey) wave built.In. Phone 638. and/msizi. The area is • 
8364 asking S19,050.. 
, (p20.15mey) WArBRM~)O~ J L  i 
YOUR CHILD T[  58 Trucks & s'x|2' JOEY SHACK, 
VGn8 Insu leted.  wi red,  ~w c,o~ ~mml~ Lmo~ [ i i 
onvestrough, "two doors, 
windows. Asking $700. 
MUST SELL ~- 1980Ford Phone 635.2691. ~ .... 
FJ50 4x4, 6 cyl., short (p10-11mny) 
box, new tires, canopy, 
• roof rack, excellent 
condition, 28,000 ml.  6ORecfe~tioncd 
Asklng $7,200. Phone 636- VehlcleB tnl'R 
1919. (pl0-9may) |~j 
'~me Never 1971 CHEV BUS Ideal for Iw/m 
motor home, Rebuilt 366 alone. 
Custom paint. Seats 
Included. Must be seen, 
. , ,~ , .  Asking U,900 Phone 635- 
~ - - ~  3873. 
, .~ *'--.~-~1~ (p3.2may) ,c,o. soc,,~ 
,%.  
often offered those who "My suspicion was at ~ 
come in costume and outset hat the people that 
Stooges lcek-a-likes were investing in video 
frequently can be seen pay TVwore not inclined t~" 
l ieinsuparoandtheblook...come to the Prinesm: 
Morrow. believes the 
unlversity audimco is one 
• reason" repertory thea~:s 
have not been as affected 
as conventional movie 
houses by pay television 
end the growing popularity 
of home video. Mast 
students can afford 
neither. 
When pay television first 
started, she admits she 
wasn't sure what effect it 
would have. 
NEWLY BUILT 1500 sq. 
ft. log house In 
Rosswood. Located on 10 
acres. 1-2 acres cleared. 
$38,000. Phone 635.4600. 
v-., ,  r,,~, (pb.2may) 
anyway. They Ju~.: 
preferred other types of 
e=tertainment. We • 
amused that and the~ 
confirmed it." ~.. 
But she's not willing to 
take any chances. LMt 
Cbristmsa, the Prince8 
paid 13S,050 to inotall a. 
Ddby stereo sound system.. 
"You can't get com.: 
placent," Morrow says. "If ." 
you do, you can lose the  
whole thing really easily.!'.. 
--Attractive, spacious, extra storage room 
--Beautiful appliances, tiled showers 
--Lovely cupboards, double s.s. sinks 
- -Large balconies with screened patio doors 
--Lots of parking, recreation court 
--Security, enter phones and deadbolts 
. -Drapery  co.ordinated to w--w carpets 
--Walking distance to down town 
- -Fami ly  oriented, close to schools 
--Hospital, convenience store, parks, 
car wash, all in area 
--$NO.M move In allowance br April 1-30 
Professionally Managed 
by trained staff who respect 
• and care for oUr tenants 
Telephone: 635-5968 
Property Stewards Western Ltd. 
Random pages from an entertainment writer's 
tattered notebook: 
Long-distance athletic endurance has hit the 
world of Canadian theatre. 
Stove Perch, one of more than a score of 
.playwrights whose works have been produced at 
,Tarragon Theatre in Toronto since 1971, is un- 
dartaking to show that Canadian playwrights are 
not a weak and endangered species. 
Following the May 13 clsse of Cousins, his current 
show at the Tarragon, Perch will return to his 
Vancouver home by bicycle. The trip of about 4,800 
ktlometres will take from 45 days to two months and 
ha and Tarragon Theatre are looking for pledges of 
support. 
The thaatro will set up a fund with the proceeds to 
commission and subsidize new works by Canadian 
playwrights. 
Pledge forms are available from the Tarragon 
Theatre, 30 Bridgman Ave.,' Toronto, MSR-IX3. A 
pledge of a penny a ktlometre would amount o 
about $48 - -  and a good many such pledges could 
create an important ew impetus for Canadian 
theatre. 
HUHHHGTOH APAR1HBTS 
4934-36 Davis Ave. 
TAKING APPLICATIONS AGA|H 
References required 
2 bedroom. ~sS0 & up 
lb~lrooth- $~5 & up " ' 
--frldge & stove .... --drapes &" earpet 
--~terage room & --laundry fneillUee 
private parking on every floor 
--spacious, quiet & clean suites in excellent IocaUon 
-.only 5 minutes from Skeenn Mall by ear or bus 
-.-close to schools & recreation ground 
--security system. 
Come for a view - You'll enjoy your residence. 
Phone manager anytime 
m-lfTJ 
 ¢hm,,n 
Apartments 
 bJ.. . I . . ' - . . f  d..It.'.,f, f.,e'g., . o . ,  
• - ,e," ,t .  ,/,-P,. ,,,/,,,.re, t - ,h - f .  
• ~,uJ/*,, .,c.,~l~ ,pt,,. . , .  ,,J;J~nt man, f , , .  
p~ono monag~ en~llm# 
638-8245 
Now at affordable Rates 
" ~  ~.~.  ~__ '~m~ ~r~ ~r~ One bedroom at  S32500 moo 
Two bedroom at 8360ee mo. 
Playwright 
Will ride home 
to Vancouver 
"" !'J'l 
i . !  
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HAGAR the HORRIBLE-; "; : : -y:Dlek.Browne ._;':;'i ~!~": ...... 
~N N~Au~ " H OPE I ~ ' I 
' " " '' ' ' $ r . ' "  '" " 1 Evergreen --Hotel" 3 Blushed Z0 Burn 
" : ,  : MAY8,1984 8Luggageat- 41Comedown 5Fury =Warmsup 
tachments 4Z Talltrees 6 Woodland ~3 Bettor's 
FOR TUESDAY, I~ Whiz 48 Actress tree concern 
" " ,~R]IES 13 Budholder Sommer 7 Gel Z~ Authentic 
:(/Jar. 21 to Apr. 19) I ~  1~ Off-Broadway ~I Ellipse 8 Ohio city 26 ]~ce.~en~j. 
~ ' / [~  It would be a slmme to spoil award 48Pine 9 Like-- aidgroup 
a go~ time by arguing about 15 "Stop" in- 49 Costly . out 27 Oscar-- 
money. Find less costly ways dioatiou 50 Howls o~hell Rents 
to have fun. Use creativity. 17 Vesuvian 51 Agent 10 Donate 28 Pictures 
ANIMAL CRAKER ' by Roger Bollen TA~m ~:~ output ~ow~ llBurn 30Displease 
" ~ (Apr.20toMay20) v 'x~"  19 Cutinto 1 "--fremthe lSLoanto ~ LessWarm 
~i"~ ~1 I~W~~,T~ ~ / ( - ~  " H-~ '~- I  FamBymemberseouldget e l l= .  IOIVIAIL.E[RIA.I-IEMIIMadding the .Grand " 
, N0 ' B~[~""  ~ { ~'IS HA~ TH on your nerves. You need to 19 Hinder Crowd" side number 
arrange for some privacy. =0Wavepeak Avg.solutionUme:=min. =Hooded 
I ~'~ 3"W ~I 'TA  ~ { I : ;~~A ~"1 ofeoncentr~tion, work S/Winter 
• . GEMINI ' 111r~" ~lIntimation i~)ILILiWlAIRIAILIEIXI glider / . o LVI~)~'-C~! J J (May21toJune20) , - - "7"  ,ActorRchert IEINK:~OIRI~mGIEINILm 28 Stallion or 
(~r~- '~ '  " . ~ ~1~ ~'~ ~ ~ ~  - - ~ - -  (3Z~ ' %~ - - D o n ' t  make f inanc ia l ,  e ta l . '  - -WIE IL IL I  i INI®ITIONI buck, for ' 
¢ situation ul~ets you. Talking 30 Prepared IClRIEIDiHt I ISmAIDEISI 39 Singer Paul ' 
things over with a friend ~lShoewklth [OII IL.IO[AIRiPII~IOISIEI ~0Invaslon 
ii ~-~ -. ' c~uifies thooghis. ~ BritL~ IWlEILILIWI I IS IH]ER~ ds, to 
CANCER ~ ,.., sold[ere sO UILILIUINII ITLAISI 42 Burgle ' 
(June2ltoJdy~) i ~  .Unemployed IAIGIOIGiIININ=VIIICIEI ,~aZ~a's  
_ ..,. ' IDI I INIEiNIOITIBAIMIEINI sister 
' Though .new career ~Painting IOINIEIRIGIBISILIEISITI 
• ,, . 3-2"7 j developments bring financial medium 1_--20 44 Party • I ~4 Tti~ne Complay SyP41¢lle, Inc. """ 
peace ofmiad, you may st/]] '~'SouthAmer- need . 
find yourself in a money ioannute Amwerto ~esterdsy'spuzzle. 4Spidery 
dLsputo with other~. 
SHOE by  Jel l  MACNoI Iy  LEO. J~( :E~ ' ' ~ '  ' ° ' ~"  '1' ,o ,, 
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 
S1~u~TI~t~.,. r " i  ~I~OOi~N/WTIO~IAI. 1 IX /~/~.  ~"  ~K ~orr.  ~ ~ ~  the job. Downplay ego for bost 15 ls ~,7  J 
r ' l  I! ~ ,  . . . . . . . . .  ..~ . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  - • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • -~-~-~ " ~ ' "=~, .~, "~ I I 
• problems. No sense fretting, .
best adviser.A touchy siina- ~ ~ ~ I I I i 
tion with a ldend needs to be '~l,: 1~.~ withan0n-tnvolved " ~ 38 391 | I I I 
BROOM-HILDA " ~, by Rullse]I .Myers SCOR~PlO(oet. 23 t Nov. 21) "vt/tl-ln31~" ,~m ~ I1~, ,  " " I~ ,1  I I 
1"t41~ I~ THE VTHE PEOPLE HEY ~UE, ¶TOFI, ~rl4Al"~ . .~Hl , :o . . l .  ~ ..-.Instead of worrying about reCognition, attend to the job 4S i • I ~5  
LIE~RhRY I .  P, NP .' ~I'IE~K OIAI" / POOR t .......... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . F, , .~LI J you control your te.mpera. 
EVER 6AW ! A PF~£EFUL! k BOOK! ~)~ " .4"'"RINERAL, ,- [~ i ! l  L I i~RAR, S~O~r~sment' • ~J~,~'" 1-20 
~=-- -~ " - -7~ ~~'~? l~r l  I ~i~g~" I!iiUl}(l!l!'l " '~  (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) " t~"  ~ ~  T ....... !! ,I, It's a poor tlme to seek ad- VZX-FSOBXGXO'U FEMV VN BXSO 
:::::~:i:i:i:i:::::i~ ' . . . . . . . . .  :: ' vice, especially about finun- 
! I  J ~  ~ cialinterests.Intollectmdpur.Arelativeis b s  bet HEMX HSU GXH ZNUX.  ' 
!~iiiii!i~iiii ", suits give you pleasure. Enjoy 
. " . ) ~ ~  ' Yesterday's Cryptoqutp . FEARIF_.~, UNDAUNTED 
C,~RICOI~. -. • i i ,~t~ SAFARI LEADER IS THE HEAD ~ R .  : . . .  
' f ~  , eldldren's compuny. 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) vd (~1~" Today's Cryptequip clue: H equals W. 
. your The Cryptequlp is a simple sub~titutim dpber in whlch each 
for a loan or financial backing, letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, It 
, " You're inclined be ~]lible will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN by Stun  Lee  now. Be shrewd ffshopping, and words using an apostrol~e can aive you clues to looatin~ 
AQUARIUS ~ .  vowels. Solution is accomplished bytrial and error. 
.- ." ' (Jan. ~0toFeb. 18) 
Ar r/~ ~A/L'/ hd ~ Z'~4.~X >< ~///.~,ON ~ O77~R Sle~ ~,~ I wI =~u~t~:~o~/ee~y~j l  l i  Apartnerwlllseeyoarpnint ~.J~/. ~, 
m~./~ [ ]  #~t~~A~'RAF,~.~r" m~v... ~ I .~e  ¢F ~.~'F'eopLe/ /111MM of view, providing youdon't 
~3"Q/VAH [ll_,~-~x,,~3 (~ '~ PHC:q'O~,/ / N=VeRReALIZE~ /~1 IT~L.IKeEveRYONE'O / l l l l l  lose your cool. Do more think. . 
£N~Y~ ~Y/e P,2~//I~ ~----.~ ±~3" .~7. -~,~.1  r • 
, ,O ,~NTO,= ~[////: ..... ~ ~-  ,= L]~ F ~-~il wise. HEATHCL IFF  
(Feh. 19 to Mar. 20) 
: li Friends are a distracting in- , " -  ~ ~  ..-.-,. 
fluence. Do your own tasks of- "--  ~ 
" ' II(  :i:,/: ficientiy and don't worry " ' '~ /~ " - I t ( I  / f~ '~ '~. ,  about he other fellow. Mind " - - - "7 - - /~  -- (l(( '/~'..~.~'~' 
;,~.l, YOU BORN TODAY are (,.:L-. ~ ,  ~f~/ )  
charismatic and happtest '& :~ ~- - "  "*~. /.,'' 
wbon you t~ve work you l i ke . '  .~ '~~~~' ,  ~ {Ill ... to do. You have ad-• 
ministrative talents and are at- 
home in the world of high 
B .C .  by  Johnny  Har t  finunce a.d boL~ess. You do ,,~ F I  ' . ~ ) ~  
not like to be interfered with / ; . , i  ' 
and are often stubborn. 
YC~J C , t~~) / - lOW MUC~ DD~ ~,._ _ • A i~OCK A ~. '~  r W~AT~A' : * '~  N~F.:I ~ ~ f ' -  'A ~ It4 ' ~'~ J Sometimes, you're attracted t  th  business side of art, . ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~  
' " tistic talents yourself " , " 
. . . .  ' . . . .  L ,,g l. . . . . . . . . . . .  . , .  = 
PA. . I  
o l . .anaerd  ' .... 
i ~ 1"HA1"{5 HIM SCRATCHING T0 ¢0ME IN.// 
• I have a close friend 
: . 'who makes my life ,. 
miserable. I will call her 
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSI~ _.by -.t~'nn Johnston Ci.dy. We were preg- , ~' nmt at the same time. I i , .  
.,, . gafned 60 pounds. She ~ : 
HERHAH I'....o~,mss~ l_ 'I~'V~(3OT*OI, IE:I:'RIZE ,,y.' IMHICffONF- ,~  ed girls so bad we could , M I eRN RNVONE. _ ' you c_~y8 ..,,'3. ~>RLLOON,~ WITHOUT I TRIRK Of = RHO'~ER CRI~ DEI~tL. fl )o Cindy had a girl. : 
~p~USINC-~ttP,qOSl I am having one heek 
~ . ~ ~ . j  - weight down. has tlh 
' "'~ ~ ~ ~ " ~  takeu up hleycliug uud is 
/ealous I can't see 
straight. 
i would love to get out" 
of the house like Cindy_ 
anu our friends but I feel " 
guilty leaving Billy. 
~-~--~=-~ ~ 1 ! ~  1 find it dlffficult to be 
c iv i l  to Cindy because 
' " ' (  ' she has beaten me at 
everything. I'm sure she 
senses my hostility ue- 
cause she culls ute les,~ 
the  WIZARD 0f ID, by Brant Parker and Johnny Hart" and less. 
What can I do'to save  
~:veryone has me- ~,  ~r-e. ~ N~ ~E:  ~ TWO.I~.T~' mo.,s whe, ,he ,vl.,hes 
~ with someone else, but 
~r]" '~  ~.~UN~ .~ you have allowed the ' ' -- green-eyed monster to : : :  J ) f ' "~(  " r ~  take ovePyour life. 
rage. 1 strongly suggest 
:~ ,~ that you unloao on a 
: , counsellor. And don't say 
.~( ~ you can't afford it. You 
{'a.'l afford ,,t to get a "1 d idn' t  bring my glasses. Does hotter handle on Jour life. (;(,t going., at say you've been pardoned?" 
